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The Scottish Carboniferous conodonts described 
by Hinds and figured by Smith in 19 00  are re-described and 
refigured. Additional specimens from the Jon Smith 
collection are described. Collections from eight localitiec 
in the central and east of the Midland Valley have been made 
to extend the knowledge of the geographical spread and 
stratigraphic range of conodonta in Scotland. It has been 
found necessary to propose one new genus. Altogether 
seventeen genera: AptogflathUa, EMprioniodina v Hibbardeula, 
HindeodeUa, Ligonodina, Prioniodus, TricliinodeUa, 
Dalryella gen. nov., Metalonchodina Ozarkodin, 
Spathognathodus, Subbryantodus, Cavasnathua, Onathodus 
Idiognathodus, Polygnathodelia, Strepto.rnathodUe, and 
fifty-three species are described. Twenty-one new species 
are proposed. On the evidence of oonodonts the Scottish 
Carboniferous Limestone is considered to be equivalent to. 
the upper part of the Upper Mississippian. The well-known 
faunal and floral break near the base of the Scottish 
Millstone Grit is paralleled by a change in the conodont. 
fauna, the change being equivalent to that occurring at the 
Mississippian/Pennsylvanian boundary in N. America. 
1 . 
I INTR0DUCTIOJ 
The most cursory perusal of micro-palaeontological 
literature reveals a marked dearth of information concerning 
the occurrence and distribution of conodonts in this country. 
compared with the spate of publications that has appeared in 
America in the last 25 years. Two important papers by Hinds 
provide the foundation for work on conodonts from the Lower. 
Palaeozoic in America (1879), and from the Lower Carboniferous 
in Scotland (1900). In the second paper Hinds described 
(and Smith figured.) several species from the Carboniferous 
Limestone of the West of Scotland. It was discovered in 
the course of recent work in this University that this paper 
was most inaccurate and that the John Smith Collection 
contained many undescribed forma. In view. of subsequent 
reference to the paper (Holmes 1928) there was an obvious 
need for revision of the material and its extension by 
further collecting, particularly since conodonts from the 
upper part of the Lower Carboniferous are both rare and 
little known in America. 
With this end in view, samples from over 100 
stratigraphic levels ranging from the topmost beds of the 
Calciferous Sandstone to the middle of the Millstone Grit 
have! 
2. 
have been collected from several localities in the Ltdland. 
Valley of Scotland (see fig. 1) and over 250  disintegratione 
carried out, yielding over 700 specimens ofoonodonts. ost 
of the samples proved to be barren of conodonto although  
only three were completely barren of organic remains.: A 
marked similarity has been found between the conodonta 
collected and those described from the Upper Iissiasippian 
of America, the latter being loss common and loss well-known 
than those from older and younger strata. The wdu-known 
faunal and floral break near the base of the iLilltono 
is paralleled by a marked change in the conodont assemblages 
and this change is equivalent to that occurring at the 
iiseissippian/Pennsylvanian boundary in America. The 
number of specimens so far separated is considered to be 
too email to warrant a statistical treatment of assemblages 
for stratigraphic zoning. 
This study is a contribution to the knowledge of 
the occurrence and distribution of conodonts in this country 
and vziil, it is hoped., prove useful to American workers in 
bridging the gap between the well-known conodont faunas of the 
Lower Mississippian and the Pennsylvanian. . Thirty-nine named 
species of seventeen genera are described including one new 
genus/ 
3. 
genus and twenty-.one.u0w.epecies 
• 	.••• The work was. carried out in the Grant Institute 
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FIRTH OF FORTH 
5. 
II , DEFINITION 
The, original definition of conodonts (Pander 1856, 
p.5) commences: 
"SmaU,. lustrous , elongated fossils sharply 	•1 
pointed upwards or towards one end, gradually or 
• 
	
	rapidly expanded towards the lower surface, more or 
less curved, mostly provided with sharp edges. (keels) 
one anteriorly and one posteriorly and strongly. 
resembling fish teeth in external form." 
• Pander then goes on to describe the point and the base and 
• variations in shape, quoting various species as examples; 
he concludes: 
"There can be no doubt that the hollow base was occupied 
by a pulp and that a simple pulp formed a simple tooth 
and a compound pulp, a. compound tooth." 
In the light of later work it seems advisable to 
extend and amend slightly the first paragraph of this"***  
definition, defining conodonts as follows:- Z2inute, 
lustrous, tooth-like fossils composed of calcium phosphate 
and carbonate, ranging in shape from single curved cones,, 
through series of cones supported on bar.like or blade-like 
extended bases to complex dental plates consisting of a 
broad-based, platform nodose, denticulate or. ribbed on the. 





III HISTORY 01? PREVIOUS RESRCH 
(a) aenor4 
There are over 600 publications containing refer. 
oncec to conodonts but of those the majority are notes of 
their occurrence and only about 150 can be classed as papers 
on conodonta. 
The first mention of oGnodonta appears to be 
Eichwald's (1854) announcement of Pander's discovery. Except 
for a single fragmentary specimen ( Ehrenberg 1856) the first 
figured descriptions of conodonta are those in Pander's mono-
graph (1856). By 1879, the date of Hinde's important paper, 
they had been discovered in Sweden, Englandp U.S.A., Germany, 
Scotland and Canada, in that order; since then they have also 
been found in Czecoslovakia, Poland, Denmark, Belgium, Egypt 
and Australia. 
In the early twenties of this century the study of 
conodonts gained momentum. Of the 600 or so references only 
a quarter are pre-1921, while the bulk of the remainder date 
from the last 15 or 20 years. Branson & Mehl have undoubted- 
ly been the most prolific workers, their major contributions 
beginning in 1933. Among other workers C. L. Cooper entered 
the field in 1931,  5. P. Ellison Jr. in 19371 while 7a1ter 
Youngquist/ 
Youngquist has been the most prolific investigator of the 
last five years. These and othor workers, such as F. H.' 
Gunnell 1 . C 	H. Stauffer, J. W. Huddle and H. H, Hubbard 
like Branson & MehI. 	are further exploring and refining the 
morphology and stratigraphical distribution of conOdonts 
isolated from the matrix. 
Natural assemblages of conodonta in matrix are, 
however, more suitable for the study of the zoological affin-
ities of the group, and these have been investigated from 
this point of view by Scott (193 4  & 1942), Du Bois (1943), 
Schmidt (1934) and Fbodea (1952) 
These two approaches to the study of conodonts are 
complementary, the investigation of isolated specimens being 
a desirable preliminary prior to the identification of the 
units within assemblages since these unite are inevitably 
partly obeoured by being imbedded in matrix, The integra-
tion of the two methods will lead to a better understanding 
of conodouts slid the conodontwbearing organism and abogin. 
ning has already been made on these lines by Rhodos (1952). 
The precise zoological, position of the conodont 
bearing organism, the conodontifez', is still in doubt. 
Controversy! 
9. 
Controversy regarding the zoological affinities of øanodorlts 
occurred oven before the publieatioü of the ffret Work on 
them a monograph by C. 'H. Pander (1856). Evidently Pander 
submitted specimens of conodonts to eminent palaeontologists 
of his time and of 'those' Barrande and Carpenter epresed the 
opinion that conodonto were probably the ends of segments-of 
some trilobite is given aea footnote (p.323) in the first 
edition of rchiso&s "$iluriat' 1854. 
Pander himself, after exhaustive comparisons of the 
microscopic structure of conodonts with that of the teeth of 
fossil and extant fishes, was unable to establish identity 
between conodonte and fish teeth. Nevertheless Pander did 
not doubt that they. functioned as teeth and stated (p48): 
We can maintain, however ) with reaonab1e 
certainty that they were like the teeth of the 
cyclostomes and squalids, inserted into the mucubus. 
membrane of the mouth; but which of the teeth belonged 
to the jaws, which to the lips, which to the tongue and 
i whch perhaps to other parts of the palate io at present 
idetorminablo. '• 	 . 	 , 
Pander was aware of a further difficulty in the 
classification of conodonta. Diligent. search then and since 
has failed to reveal the nature of the conodontifor, and the 
resulting dubiety is clearly shown by the fact that subsequent 
students have referred conoclontS to the Verznes, the Arthropoda, 
the Molluscs., primitive Vertebrata and the Pisces. 
10. 
Owen (1858',,p. 545) in the appendix to the later 
editions of 1urohison's "Si,luria" deprecated the formal 
publication of "these minute ambiguous bodies from the oldest 
osailiferous rooks as evidence of fiehesu * tlhile agreeing 
that they have marked similarity to the teeth of myxinoids 
and lampreys he concluded that they have most anoior with 
the "spines and booklets or denticles of Naked Molluscs and 
Annelide&'. 
In 1861 Harley suggested that conodonts were spines 
of ' 1crustacea () similar to Limuuc, while Newberry 
(1873a) tentatively suggested that they might be dermal 
ossicles of cartilaginous fishes but later stated (1875) 
that they were most probably annelid remains. 
Hinds (1879)  after extensive work on sooleoodonta 
(annelid jaws) considered conodonts were not annelid remains. 
He also rejected any supposed relationship to gastropod and 
crustacean romaine on the grounds that no other hard parts 
attributable to these groups had been found in close strati-
graphic proximity to conodonts. That they may have belonged 
to naked molluscs he considered unlikely and he concluded, as 
did Pander, that conodonta were the teeth of primitive fish 
comparable with the iayxinoida 
James (1884) formally advanced the theory that 
C onodonta/ 
11. 
conodot were 'the Jaws and lingual teeth of - molluscs"..'. ,  
In 1886\Rohon:and Zittel rejected all. potheces concerning 
the affinities of conodonts except the ennolid hypothosiG 
and after stating That eonodont have structurally nothing 
in common either with the dentine of selachians and other 
fishes, the horny teeth of cyclostomea, the radular, teeth of 
molluscs, the hookiete of crustaceans; they concluded tbat: 
"both , in form and structure, they agree remarkably with 
the masticatory apparatus of the Ane1ida and Gephyrea- 11  
This conclusion was reversed by Bryant (1921 9 p.12) 
who, after comparing the 
conodonts, remarked: 
"On the whole 
organisms, the more 
true conodonts have 
in common with anne 
structure of scolecodonta and 
the longer I have studied those 
have I become convinced that the 
hardly anything really diagnostic 
Lid Jaws. 1 ' 	 . 
He considered them to be the remains of "some primitive type 
of fish". 
Ulrich in 1878 noted the resemblance of conodonta 
to ennelid. Jaws and somewhat diffidently concluded that 
conodOnts were "the hookieta of species of annelids", Later, 
however, in conjunction with Bassier (Ulrich & Bassler 1926), 
a classification of conodonta was proposed in which, after 
comparative study of the . snjzlnea,, they considered that 
conodoritS were the teeth of primitive fishes. 
All! 
12. 
All these sutliore with the oxceptiop of Hinde., who 
found one, doubtful "assemblage", worked on separate, detached 
couodonte and so had no evidence indicating the possible 
arrangement of the units in the animal. 
ichenberg (1930) obtained aaseb1ages from, 
Culm of the Harz and considered conodonts to be gill'.rakors, 
but did not say to which group of the Pisces they belonged. 
He commented, however, that he was very familiar with similar 
structures in some recent Dipnoi, in Chjaggra and in various 
teleosts. 
Scott (1934)  found groups or assemblages of conodonts 
preserved on slab surfaces, in what was presumed to. be the 
approximate orientation of the living oonodontifer.. Schmidt 
(1934) made similar finds, but whereas Schmi4t considered the 
assemblage indicated that the conodontifer was a fish, Scott 
stated: 	(p. 455) 
'AU observations and all evidence available to. 
the writer, point to the annelids as the natural 
possessors of conodont." 
In 1942 (p.296) Scott writes of the conodont 
re_=i,  
"Such an apparatus would not only form an 
excellent screen to prevent undesirable objects from 
entering, but would also present a formidable barrier 
for the escape of desirable food once it had passed 
beyond the battery of teeth. The maniulation of the 
assemblage would not be a difficult matter. In so far 
as,' 
13. 
Has inanoeuvorability is concerned it could operate with 
equal ease either as the jaw apparatus of an annelid 
or as gill rakers of a fish." 
Pander must have had a similar idea as in support 
of his argument he quotes from Otien' s "Odontography" the 
statement that in 	_ialis: 
"although none of all (j)  the teeth are sufficiently 
developed to kill by piercing or laceration they all 
combine to hold, to crush and to aid in the deglutition 
of a living prey." 
Of the above mentioned workers who favoured an 
annelid origin none dealt with the great disparity in chemical 
composition between conodonts and coolecodonts, although 
Hindo (1879) had noted the difference. Scolécodonts are 
silicocbitinoua in composition, whereas conodonts have been 
conc1uively proved to be phosphatic by Ellison (19 44) and 
Lindberg (1946). Ellison after physical, chemical, optical, 
spectrographic and x-ray studies referred the mineral matter 
of conodonte to the apatite group; Lindberg refined that 
conclusion to the dahilite-froneolite isomorphous series of 
the apatite group. EUisons subsidiary conclusions were 
that oonodonts could be classed as the remains of fish or 
other lower vertebrates on the basis of their size, shape, 
assemblage aesocations, internal structure, associated bony 
material and jaw parts and stratigraphic occurrence. In 
addition he challenged their assignment to other zoological 
groups/ 
14. 
groups because creatures in other groups do not have hard 
parts of similar 'size and shape composed of calcium  
phosphate. 
This precise statement concerning the phosphatic 
composition of oonodon.ts vis in some measure anticipated 
by Du Bois (19 43). Work eimilax to Scott's on assemblages 
led Du Bois to the conclusion that annelids were the most 
likely possessors, of conodonts. Concerning the disparity 
in chemical composition hequotes F. . Clarke (1924) as 
stating that: 
"some annelids are rich in phosphorous and the tubü 
formed by the genera Ie4iç, Rválinoeia and Qnuthis 
are in this respet most remarkable." 
Since these tubes are Gotodernial secretions it is not 
impossible that in the buccal cavity, which originates as an 
embryonic invagination of ectodemp the secretion of calcium 
phosphçte could occur. As a support for the dontention. that 
phosphatic teeth in annelids are not impossible he ras 
attention to the fact that the change from chitin tophoephato 
secretion was not too great to be made by the inarticulate 
brachiopods. He suggest further that the possible relation-
ship of the Brachiopoda to the Annelida is not without signi-
ficance in this connection. 
Loomis in 1936 re-advanced the gastropod hypothesis 
but! 
15. 
but ignored the difficulty of divergent chemical .comp±t1on, 
while Denham in 1944 2 stating that conodonts do not appear 
to be internal organs, suggested they might be chitinouo - 
copulatory clacpers of extinct worms similar to present day 
nematodes. . 	 . 	 . 
All the above mentioned workers . except Harley and 
Denham have considered conodonts to be teeth or tooth-like.  
ingestive aids. This assumption, however, was seriously 
challenged by Hass (1941).  Exe2nination of thin sections 
confirmed the lamellar structure of conodonts noted by Pander,. 
but Hass preferred to consider this to be layering by 
accretion, i.e. from without, and not by internal growth from 
the pulp. He adducos evidence of repaired broken cusps in 
support of the theory of deposition from a surrounding medium 
and concludes (p • 81) . that; 
ttconodonts functioned as internal supports for tissues 
within, or on the body of some marine organism at places 
subject to stresses." 
The regeneration of broken parts Hass considers to be inco. 
patible with conodonts having been fully erupted teeth. He 
also stresses the lack of any signs of wear on the cusps and 
considers this lack of wear to indicate that conodonts were 
never used for biting or chewing. 
Similar work on thin sections was reported by 
160 
Beckmann in 1949,  vho was apparently unaware of ease 1 0 .  1941 
paper. Beckmann obtained more detail of the fine micro 
structure of conodonts and reached rather different conclU-
sions. In addition to the layered cone..in-oone structure 
seen by Pander and by Iass, Beckann observed fine capillaz7 
canals more or isas at right angles to the lamellae. These 
canals radiate from. the pulp cavity and in many cases pcnetr-
ate to the outer surface of the conodont. They are inter'. 
pretod by Beo1nann as channels along which phosphatic 
material secreted by the pulp was transported to the outer 
surface of the conodont and there dopoited. Repetition of 
this results in a clearly visible layered structure. He 
found strong similarity in structure between conodonts and 
selachian derinal plates and had no doubt whatever that 
conodonte wore to be referred to the Pisces. Indeed he 
referred various types to the mandibles and to the byoid and 
branchial arches. 
Weight might be lent to this hypothesis by the 
occurrence, supposedly in situ, of a prioniodid conodont in 
contact with a branchial arch of Coolacantbus 1e3turu 
Agassi (Demanet, 1939). But after examination of the 
specimen the present author considers it unlikely that this 
conodont was one of the gill rakers of this fish. 
Almost/ 
17. 
• 	 Almost every author has commented on the marked 
• absence of signs of wear on the CUSpS and dentiClea of 
• conodonts. In the case of single cusps end compound bar. 
like forms this is not remarkable, as it can be inferred 
from their structure and configuration that such units were 
clearly unsuitable for mastication and were in all probabil- 
ity not so used, However, in the plate--;like and leaf-like 
platform types the configuration is such that they would be 
effective as jaw amour and it is significant that wear, 
presumably resulting from trituration hae boon observed on 
such forms by Branson & Mehl '  (1933, p. 5), Ellison (1941, 
P-135) and the writer (p. 125). 
In addition conodonts have been found adhering 
basally to material: 
"that appears bony but does not have the structure of 
ordinary bófl. • The materials to which the conodonts 
are attached could not be from annelids or from any-
thing but vertebrates". 
(Branson & Mehl 19331  p5). Kirk (1929),  has recorded 
conodonts attached to material identical in composition with 
fish plates occurring together iiith them in the Harding 
Sandstone of Colorado. The plates are referred to the 
Ostracedermi but no conclusion as to the exact relationship 
between conodonts and ostracoderins is drawn. 
The weight of evidence appears to be in favour of 
Pander's! 
18. 
Pander's original decision to refer conodonts to the Pisces. 
The chemical composition strongly suggests that 
Oonodonta belong to the vertrates or to their more primitive 
precursors. The structure and form of individual Conodonte 
suggest that they may have functioned as teeth, spinee or 
dermal armour, but the variety of forms within assemblages, 
such as those reported by-Scott (1934  and 1942) and their 
mutual relations, invalidate the last two and support the 
hypothesis that they were teeth. Hassle evidence of repair 
of broken conodonts is inconclusive and does not fully 
support his inferences. That some conodonts were broken 
and later repaired is indubitable but the method of repair 
is not wholly consistent with conodonts having been internal 
muscle supports. 
Breakages do occur in vertebrate muscle supports 
and repairs are made by bone material, deposited in the 
fracture, uniting the broken edges. Hass.' a figures show 
that the broken part disappeared. This could be due to 
loss or resorption; and loss of the part is practically 
impossible in tissue, but could occur easily in the mouth or 
gills. Lose is, however, more likely than resorption as the 
time required for resorption would increase considerably the 
period of repair, and support would be lacking until repair 
WaS! 
19. 
effected:. Repair is by secretion of phosphatic material-in 
approximately the same pattern and orientation as, one would 
expect the missing part to have had. This is, in effect, 
regeneration rather-than repair and is in harmony with 
Becltmann's conception of the method of growth of eOnodont 
by deposition, on the outer surface, of secretions originat-
ing in tho, . pulp and passed outwards via radiating canals. 
The evidence of wcr on some of the forms con-
sidered to have been tritorial plates, the attachment of 
some conodonte to bone-like material further supports, the 
hypothesis that conoonts were oral armature,, end their com- 
position suggests that they belonged to chordates or primitive 
vertebrates. 
Concerning the supposed form and size of the 
conodontifor the two authors who attempt reconotructions, 
Schmidt (1934) and Du Bois (1943), though difforng in their 
conception of the form agree as to the size. Schmidt 
considers that the conodontifer was probably allied to 
unarmoured placodex'mns and similar to Cbimaer and., xae. about 
45 mm. long and 12 mm. wide in the pectoral region and about 
6 m. wide at thG, nose. . Du Bois suggests a worm about 
50mm. long and at least 3mm. wide. 
20. 
Little is known of the palaeocology of conodonta 
and there has been much conjecture concerning the probablo 
enviroment of the conodontifer. Of the pioneer workers on 
conodonts Smith (1907) alone advanced a hypothesis concern-
ing their ecological relations. Smith had found conodonte 
in the Carboniferous Limestone of the £!Iidland Valley and in 
strata of Arenig-L]andeilo ago in the Southern Uplands; in 
the former preserved in limestone and in the latter in red 
and green shales, considered to be abyssal deposits. He 
reconciled the occurrence in these two very different sedi-
mentary environments by suggesting that the conodontifer was 
pelagic. 
In 1921 Bryant concluded that the conodont..bearing 
Genesce sediments had accumulated in shallow water near shore 
and that the high concentration of conodonts in some lenses 
indicated a detrital origin. 
oOre (1929), writing on Pennsylvanian ecology in 
North America, noted that conodonts were most frequently 
found in black fissile shales, the blackness being due to 
disseminated pyrite and organic matter, part of which he 
considered to be derived from land plants. Deposition of 
these shales is stated to have occurred in warm, shallow, 
toxic! 
21. 
toxic waters (depth <100 fins.). He concludes that the. 
conodontifer was either specially adapted for life in such 
waters and hence dwared, or was restricted to the more or 
less aerated surface waters and died on entering the 1owe 
toxic zone. 'In 1936; he stated. that conodonts occur in the 
marine parts of sedimentary cycles in,dark fissile shale 
deposited in near-shore shallow water or possibly in lagoons. 
The occurrence of conodonta in carbonaceous shale 
sandstone, conglomerate and limestone was.,noted. by Gwrnel]. 
'(1931) who concluded that the conodontifar was ,a free-
swimming organism. 
Ruedemann ( 1934), conscious of the widespread 
occurrence of conodonts, considered that they belonged to 
nektonic organisms living in the waters of the deeper 
littoral zones or it conditions similar to those of the 
present. Sargasso sea. 
Branson & Y!fIebl (1934b) stated that conodonts occur 
mostly in marine shales deposited in shallow water near shore 
and also that some conodontifers may have lived in brackish 
or in fresh water. Later they stated (1938) that the  
habitat of conodontifers appears to have been waters in which 
detritus was sufficiently abundant to prevent the formation 
of limestone. In 1940  they included clear-water Conditions 
in' 
22. 
in the habitat. 
Marine and stagnant brackish water environments 
were postulated by Bailey (193) from the frequent occurrence 
of conodonts in black carbonaceous shales. Smith and 
Whitiatch (1940) considered that the conodontifer inhabited 
cool, shallow, stagnant, possibly lagoonal waters, while 
Scott (1942) considered that the bottom waters, at least, 
must have been exceptionally calm and undisturbed otherwise 
the "ássemblage&' would have been disrupted. 
Association of conodonts with marine fossils was 
noted specifically by Du Boi (1943) and casually bl  numerous 
other authors, The writer has foun4 conodonts in associa.. 
tion with articulate and inarticulate brachiopods, sinail 
gastropods,. erinoids, fish scales and : teeth, echinoid plates, 
soolecodonts, ostrocods and Carbonaceous material. The 
eamples in which conodonts were most abundant contained 
crinoids, small gastropods and a low brachiopQda. One sample 
contained QdctusaD. 
The widespread occurrence of conodonts in limo.. 
stonOs, red, grey, green, black carbonaceous and sandy shales, 
siltatones, sandstones and conglomerates militates against 
the conodontifer having been benthic. To have survived as 
part of the benthos it must have been adapted to the bottom 
conditional 
23. 
conditions and it is unreasonable to suppose that adaptation 
to such vzidêly different conditions occurred. In addition 
since many of the black shales are pyritous and probably 
accumulated' in toxic bottom zaters the 'cónodontifer, as part 
Of' the benthos, would have S had to tOlerate ' foul uIphuroue 
atersnd' yet be capable 'of living in the Ciöar vi'tere of 
1ixUeston deposition. 
While it is improbable that the 'varying' lthó1ogy 
of onodoutbearing strata is an expression of wide adapta. 
tion, the contemporaneous existence of some epecies of 
conodontifers adapted to clean bottom condition. with others 
adapted to foul conditions is not impossible.' Hoviever, 
conodont faunae have been traded unchanged thrOu 
diachrodous iitho1gica1 1  boundaries, indicating a Oon-
stanoy of species regardless of bottom con4itions. "They , 
do not show facies variation and recurrence as do all other 
organisms of the sequence" of Ordovician Silurian and 
Devonian rocks in central ICeutuc1y. 	(C. Ci. Branson 1942). 
Widespread occurrence and this independence of facies mdi- 
cate that the conodontifer was most probably nectoñic. The 
physical dimensions of conodontp are such that it is unlikely 
that they belonged to plankton. 
Thé/ 
1 e.g. Sylamore and Grassy Creek of Missouri. Branson & 
Meh2. 1933. 
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The association with marine, fauna indicates a 
marine environment, but 4oes not exclude the possibility 
thz,t the oonodontifer may have tolerated and. lived in 
brackish or even fresh water. 
"A great many marine 'animals can vjithstand'" 
salinity dilution, but very few fresh water animals 
can withstand increase in salinity". (Gunter 1944) . 
• .• •• 	The author has found conodonta to be most abundant 
in marine shales close to l±mestones though the limestones 
themselves are poor in•'conodonts. i11ison (1941), in 
stratigraphic tables of conodont occurrences in the 
Pennsylvanian, shows only one in a total of thirty ocourren 
ces that is not closely associated with a limestone. It 
seems most likely that the conodontifer preferred conditiorn 
approaching or waning from the conditions of limestone 
deposition but q being nektonio, had a wide distributton 
with the result that conodonta are found in many types of 
sediment. 
The abundant occurrence of conodonts in certain 
thin layers in black fissile shale and their relative absence 
above and below: those layers is probably best accounted for 
by postulating abnormally large accumulations resulting. from 
special conditions. Huddle. (1934) has suggested either 
catastrophic/. 
2. 
catastrophic destruction of the cono4ontifer population or 
the nondposition of sediment as possible special condi-
tions, while Moore (1929) suggests accumulation of, large. 
numbers of,conodonts as a result of death of the conodont.-
ifer on entering toxic bottom iiaters 
At any rate .such occurrences, althoh fairly 
numerous, are the exception rather than the rU.].e and by far 
the greater amount of recent work has been on strata in 
Which conodonts are dissemiflated throughout an appreciable 
thickness of sediment. 
26. 
IV PISEVATIOW gm OCCUBRENCI! 
Of the specimens collected for the present investi-
gation none shows any sign of chemical disintegration but the 
majority are brok,en g few being sufficiently complete for 
figuring. Branson & Mehl (19 41c) comment that Eurppean 
conodonts are in general lees well preserved than those found 
in America cross shattering being very frequent. In the 
case of  the Carboniferous this may be the result of the 
greater deformation of strata in Europe compared with the 
almost flat-lying beds of the mid-continent strata of the 
U.S.A. Although this fracturing makes the identification of 
some specimens difficult and frequently doubtful it does not 
detract from the validity of identifications of platform 
types, since in almost every case the. platform proper , the 
most diagnostic feature, is entire. 
Conodonts have been found in samples from several 
horizons in the Carboniferous Limestone and the lower part of 
the Millstone Grit, but most of the samples investigated 
proved barren of conodonts. A list of localities and 
horizons is given in the appendix (p. 140).  The most pro-
ductive beds are; 
(1) the shales overlying the Bilaton Burn Bone Bed 
Limestone. (Grid. Ref. Sheet 32 269649) 
(2)1 
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the chales above the Skateravi Middle Limestone.. 
(Grid Ref. Sheet 33 716733) 
the Shales within and overlying the Castleosry 
Limestone 
the shaloy parts of marine ironstone bands in the 
Millstone Grit at Joppa. (Grid Refs. Sheet 32 
316735 and 320736)0 
Samples of these yielded 30 or slightly more specimens per 
pound of material. 
The shales below the Top Hosie Limestone IW.syth 
(Grid Ref. sheet 31 682781) and Sipsey's Marine Band yie1ded 
in the range of 15..20 specimens per pound. All other product-
iv samples had appreciably poorer yields ranging dowfl to five 
per pound. An exhaustive investigation of the Top Hoie ahalos 
at the above locality by G. Y. Craig (Ph, D. Thesis, Edinburgh. 
1951) indicates that conodonte account for only one per cent of 
the micro-fauna and 0.6 of the total fauna. 
A sample of the late Mississippian Pella Beds 
obtained from Youngquist yielded slightly more than 30 $poci-
mane per pound. 
The stratigrapbic positions of productive samples is 
shown in generalised vertical sections (figs-2a & 2b) and the 
conodonts obtained, together with those in the John Smith 
Collection (132 specimens), are tabulated in the fauna]. list 
(p. 28 ). 
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Table 1. 	Faunal list, correlating species 
with stratigraphic horizons. 
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V ST 	RJEIIC CORRTLATIQN 
The stratigraphic distribution of conodout In the.' .  
Upper Palaeozoic rocks of the U.S.A. is well known, especially 
in the mid-continent Statea g but is almost unknown elsewhere. 
The possible value of conodonts as stratigrapkiio 
fossils lies firstly in their, wide geographical distribution, 
a distribution which may prove to be as wide as or even wider 
than that of the graptolites; aocondly, in their independence 
of facies and thirdly, in their resistance to decay. t 7hile 
some forms were extremely long-lived and changed but little, 
most of the platform types have short stratigraphie ranges, 
none of thoM present in the lowest Carboniferous strata 
persisting throughout the system. According to Ellison (1946) 2  
of ten genera of platform types present in the lUssissippian 
only two are found in the Pennsylvanian. Opposed to these 
points, however t must be admitted that conodonto are rolat-. 
ivoly rare and strata in vlhich they are sufficiently abundant 
to be easily found by inspection extremely few. 
The known geographical spread of conodont oocurrenàoo, 
embracing four continents, suggests that thoy may be of value 
in inter-continental stratigraphic correlations, but until 
faunas are as well known elsewhere and in as much detail as 
in, 
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in the U.S.A. such correlations can be, at beat, only temta 
tive. Branson & Lhl (1941a) report a generic and possibly 
s, 	specific oirnflarity betwoon European and American conodont 
faunas and the author has found a marked resemblance between 
some Upper LIi•ssissippian oonodonts and those from,  the Scottish 
Limestone. The resemblance of 	os_ithi. op. nov. to 
0. rati Young-quiet & Miller and to G. patulosus Branson & 
ehl is most striking. i ., occurs at the top of the 
Upper Limestone Group and the two American species occur in 
the highest beds of the Mississippian. k2natho4ifi 
oimnut&tu Branson & Mehl occurs in equivalent or slightly 
lower strata (Pjt1in Limestone ) Oklahoma) and has been found 
by the author in the Sicateraw UidCUe Limestone. Other simil 
antics are less close but the absence of 	 and of 
and Streptocrnathodj, the first ranging up into 
the middle iiesiseippian and the other two first appearing in 
basal Pennsylvanian strata, strengthens the correlation of the 
Scottish Carboniferous Limestone with the Upper 4issiocippian. 
Concerning the latter Youngquist. & £iUei' ( 1949,. p.617) state: 
t1 Conodonta of middle and upper ffiosissippian age 
are scarce and comparatively few specimens have been 
noted or described in the literature." 
The occurrence of ggjyjMjLQo. deU3 in SId.peey' a 
Marine Band adds to this parallelism of oouodont occurrences 
in, 
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in Scotland and the U.S.A. The genus has a short known 
range, occurring in strata which laroore et AL. (1944)  equate 
C , 
	
	 with the upper part of Westphalian A and Westphalian B.. - 
According to Currie (1937)  and Weir & Leitch (1936) Skipseye 
Marine Band is in the sth 	pul,cbra zone which ranges from 
high in Westphalian B to the base of Wotphalian C (Ti'ueman 
1946) and so is at the upper limit.of the range of 
The abrupt change in the conodont fauna which occurs 
near the base of the Roslin Sandstone (Lilillstóne Grit) marks a 
horizon that corresponds with the boundary in Scotland between 
the Upper and Lower Carboniferous and indicates that this 
boundary is equivalent to that between the Miesasippian and 
Pennsylvanian, the fret occurrence of 	nodus and 
$treto 	being indicative of basal Pennsylvanian. 
This parallels in some measure the occurrence of goniatiteo. 
Bisat (1924),  on the basis of a specimen from 30 ft. above 
the Castlocary Limestone in the Bileton Burn, puts the base 
of the Scottish Millstone Grit high in Zone E (Eumorphoceras) 
or low in Zone H. 	morpa occurs in the Caney Shale 
(Weller I& Aj.p 1948) the bulk of which is Upper Hicoissippian 
but the highest beds of which are considered to be basal 
Pennsylvanian by Moore et al. (1944),  who take the ii/R 
boundary/ 
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boundary as being equivalent to the base of that system,  
Bleat considers the Uppez Limestone Group to e in Zone 
which corresponds with the  occurrence in the Caney Shale, 
?it1in Limestone and ?aUa Beds, of specimens of Gnthodte - 
and - Spa&bomatli -Q&I closely similar to those occurring in the 
Upper Limestone Group. 
Conodonte, therefore, add to the evidence for 
correlating the upper part of the Lower Carboniferous with the 
Upper Hississippian and indicate the, equivalence of the 	- 
boundary between the Lower and Upper. Carboniferous in Scotland 
to that between the Mississippian and Penneylvanien. Also-
they add to the evidence of a faunal break in the basal third 
of tho Millstone Grit. 
fr 	
The fine discrimination of strata within groups 
does not appear to be possible on the basis of the conodonts 
-collected by the author. 	aodua. si is confined to 
the Upper Limestone Group, occurring in the West in the Upper 
Linn Limeetoneo while in the Midlothian basin it is found 
only in the Cast].eoary Limestone and closely adjacent shale. 
In the latter area this species is ab8ent from the Arden 
Limestone and underlying shales, which suggests that the 
Upper Linn Limestone considered to be equivalent to the Arden 
may be slightly younger. From the evidence at present avail- , 




the Upper Limestone Group. 
One discrepancy in range has been noted. The genus 
Aiatonathus is stated by Ellison (19 46) to be confined to the 
upper Devonian and Cooper (in Weller et al. 1948) suggests 
that it may range into the Lower Mississippian, but in Scotland 
it occurs in the Carboniferous Limestoneo Smith obtained 
specimens from the Upper Limestone Group and the author has ,  
collected them from shales near the Castlecary Limestone &Id 
the Skateraw Middle Limestone. The specimens are less broken 
than the type specimens figured by Branson & Mehl ( 1934) and 
those in the John Smith Collection are almost complete. 
There is no sign of abrasion on any of the specimens, such as 
might be expected had they been derived fossils. Moreover, 
since the John Smith specimens were obtained from limestone 
their introduction as detritus is, from their size, unlikely. 
Also there is no known marine Devonian strata near enough to 
have supplied Apatonathus. The range of Atatosznathus must, 
therefore, be extended at least up to the top of the Upper 
Limestone Group. 
36. 
VI PRPAiTI9N TCINIQU 
The initial problem in arr study of micro-fossils 
is to obtain unbroken matrix-:tree specimens. This can be 
overcome with some measure of success by reproducing in the 
laboratory a process comparable in its effects to natural 
woathoring,but greatly speeded up. Both mechanical and 
chemical means may be employed separately or consecutively. 
Mechanical crushing of the rock sample in a vice or crusher 
may be used but many specimens are crushed along with the 
matrix and such crushing is best limited to a first stage 
operation for reducing field samples to fragments of about 
half a cubic inch in volume. 
then bedding planes or pore spaces are well devel-
oped in the sample a process of disintegration similar to 
frostweathering is effective. This is achieved by alter-
nately boiling and cooling the sample chips in a saturated 
solution of sodium sulphate the volume of the solution being 
approximately equal to the volume of the sale. During 
heating the liquid penetrates along bedding planes and into 
voids and on cooling crystals of hydrated sodium sulphate 
form, with a larger volume than the liquid, and so provide - 
an internal disrupting force. Frequent repetition eventually 
reduces! 
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reduces the ssp1e to a mud-like paste and any contained 
fossils are released. The number of treatments necessary 
was found to vary from six to thirty according to the peru-
eability and compactness of the sample, 
!hOn the rock sample contains a relatively small 
proportion Of finely disseminated pyrite soaking in hydrogen 
peroxide is effective in, induCig disintegration. The 
Oz.idation of the pyrite to iron sulphate greatly roduoe th 
strength of the rock and the increase in volume together .wth 
the pressure of oxygen released during the ozydation provide 
a OtirongAisiruptive force. 100 vo1 solution of peroxide 
was usod, diluted on occasion to 50 vo1 when tG reaction 
bocerne tOo vigorous. $ince rise in temperature destroys the 
reagent the process was carried out in a water cooling bath, 
This method is inapplicable where pp'ite. je present eithor•. in 
abundance or in discrete aggregates. In the former. case the 
reaction becomes extremely violent, the temperature rises 
rapidly in spite of iniinOrsion in a cooling bath, and all the 
available oxygen is evolved at Or near ..the fraient surfaces 
before penetration and disruption are possible. In the 
latter case the reaction is too localised to disrupt the main 
body of each fragment. 
Porous, pyrite-poor or pyrite-free rocks of clay 
grade may also be disintegrated by means of hydrogen peroxide. 
The! 
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The dried fragments are soaked in a 20 Vol. solution to allow 
penetration of the solution into the fragments. The mixture 
is then boiled and the release of oxygen concomitant with the 
rise in temperature disrupts the fragments. 
In cases where either peroxide or sodium sulphate - 
is by itself comparatively ineffectual, disintegration of the 
sample may result from treatment by the two alternately; i.e. 
by using peroxide to produce voids and sodium sulphate to 
penetrate into these and burst open the fragments. In prac- 
tice it has been found that sodium sulphate is most effective 
in the disintegration of fissile shales and porous mudstones. 
Hard, black, poorly fissile shales yield best to peroxide, as 
do some impure black limestones. 
Limostonec were dissolved in acetic acid, inoe that 
acid does not attack phosphatic material. 605 acid was used 
and was renewed every three days after washing the sample to 
prevent too great an accumulation of calcium acetate which, 
being strongly ionised, would inhibit the dissociation of th 
acetic acid into its ions and so reduce its acidic properties. 
In the dissolution of impure, slightly forruginous limestones 
it was found that an accumulation of ferruginous mud around 
the fragments tended to inhibit the reaction. Thie mud was 
removed by boiling in water and decanting but on occasion it 
was! 
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was found necessary to supplement this treatment by boiling , ..-• 
in 3CVa  citric acid before returning the fraaento to an acetic 
acid bath for further disintegration. Acetic acid gavo , most.  
rapid results on porous calcarcous shales; in one case dis- 
integration became complete in six hours. in general at 
least one week was required to obtain a 505 disintegration.. - 
It would seem that the reaction is most rapid on"calcite 
as evidenced in the rapid bre&down of QalC52G0U5 shale,-and,  
slower on crystalline calcite since orinoid osiclee frequent 
ly aurviv'almoat unscathed. This, however, may be due in 
part to dolomitisation of the oasicle. 
The above methods, singly or in combination, were 
applied with moderate success. 
After disintegration the finely divided residue was 
graded by sieving through a neat of three sieves;  30, 100 
and 200 mesh. It was found that no conodonts were retained 
on 30 mesh, almost aU'were retained on 100 mesh and only 
few, very small, franentary specimens passed through on to 
the 200 mesh. The scolecodonts found were retained on 200 
To increase the speed and efficiency of the search 
for conodonts, which constitute an extremely small part of.... 
the total material, use was made of the fact that all conodontS 
sink/ 
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sink in slightly diluted bromoform and all 100 mesh sievings 
v,ere 'separated into heavy and light fractions, using bromo-
form diluted to a specific gravity of 2.72. 
binocular microscope (field 6.5 mm.) was used for 
searching, the disintegrated material being ecattorod on a 
4 z _ai inch, green backed, glass plate, and scanned between 
5 mm. rulings. Conodonts were picked out end manipulated 
With a very fine camel-hair brush moistened in ciater, assembl-
ed in recessed perspex tx'ays, and mounted on recessed slides, 
tragacantai with formaldehyde as a mould inhibitor being used 
as a fixative. 
The photography of specimens for figuring presents 
two minor difficulties. The splondent resinous lustre pro-
duces troublesome high lights which can be obviated by coat-
ing with ammonium chloride and tho high relief of some forms 
necessitates the insertion of a atop in the microscope object-
ive to give sufficient depth of focuo. A 1.3 mm.  aperture 
in the focal plane of a X8 objective pr )VC5 effective. 
41. 
VU •. COLIPOITION MID STRUCTURE 
in 1936 (Lomi) and even as late as 19 44 (Denham),. 
conod.onts viero considered. to be chi.tinous in spite of Pander's 
statement (186) that they were composed of calcium carbonate 
and the discovery of ma J.:subsequent workers that calcium 
phosphate . is. present as well as cabonate 
The sma11nes of conodonts and their relative 
scarcity make a complete qualitative analysis difficult to 
achieve,, but one small. fra3nt suffices for qualitative 
micro-chemical tests such as will indicate at least the 
presence of the principal components. On dissolution in 
hydrochloric acid (51J., cold) conodonts can bs seen to .... 
effervesce slightly and the resulting solution gives positive 
reactions for calcium and phosphate. No ,analytical tests of 
the evolved gas have been made in'the present investigation, 
but it was assumed to be carbon dioxide. The composition of 
the specimens examined is taken to be a mixture of calcium 
phosphate with a little calcium carbonate. 	. . 	.. 
The presence of phosphate in conodonts and their 
easy solubility in fairly dilute hydrochloric acid ahows.  
that they are not composed of chitin or of horny material as 











FOSSIL BONE 2 CONODONTS 
.53.65 50.97 48.51 4805 
P205 38.4 36.35 37.79 34.96 
P205/CaO 0.715 0.713 0.779 0.727 
CO2 5.3 1.72 4.73 Pros 
A1a03 0.57 0.76 2.98 Pros 
Fib  . F2 Pr. 0.4 0.93 Px'ea 16.99 
H20 2.1 1.05 3.47 Pros 
Othera - . 	7.79 0.81 3.96 
insol. 
100.2 99.04 99.22 100.0 
Colour Variable Shades of Variable Shades of 
Brown Brown 
Hardness 5 3-5 3-5 . 3.5 
S. G. 2.93,1 2.6..2.9 ..2.6-2.9 2.84.m3.1 
Fusibility - Difficult Difficult Difficult 
on edges. on edges. on edges.. 
R. I. 1.619-26 1.57-1.62 1.57-1662 1.59-1. 61 
1.623-25 
Amorphous 
State Hexagons]. Crypto.. or Crypto. Crystalline 
crystalline cr'ystallino 
HC1 Sol. Sol. 301. Sol. 
Acids HNO So].. Sol. Sol. Sol. 
HAc Insol.. Insol. Insol. Incol. 
Data from: 	Dana (1951, pp. 878_885),2-.Ellieon (1944, p.  136), 
3•cConne11 (1938, pp. 2978), 4Rogers (1922, p.273), 
5 Rogore (1924 , p.39)o 
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no phosphate, The strengthening of chitinous structures,  
with calcium phosphate i, however, not unusual but in the 
case of conodonts it has-been clearly shown that they are 
not phosphatised chitin, $tauffer & Plwwuar. (1932) 
reported a preliminary analysis by Mated of the University 
of Hinnesotagiving 3O-.50 as the probable phosphate content 
of conodonts and no organic matter. FUison (1944) found no 
organic matter and gives the phosphate content at 35% P205. 
(See Table no. 2) 
It is evident that apart from a slight superficial 
colour resemblance conodonts have nothing-in common with 
chitinous structures. They do, however, have a marked 
similarity to dahliite, cellophane and fossil bone in physical 
properties and chemical composition, as the data compiled in 
Table 2 clearly demonstrates. 
structure 
The micro-.structure of conodonte was described in 
considerable detail by Pander ( 1856 , p. 7, Tab.  39 figs. 1-5). 
That of the lamellar forms, the Conodontifoxmes, has since 
been investigated by Hass (1941) and Beemaim (1949), who 
agree substantially with Pander regarding the structure but 
differ in their conceptions of the method of growth. Pander 
considered! 
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considered that growth via& by the formation at the surface 
of the pulp of, layer within layer and that the youngest 
lamella. was., that in contact with the pulp. Mile this 
might bposi].e in,- the case of simple cones, and the bulk 
of Pander's mat 	omprised simple cones, it becomes un 
• rolistc,wbnapplied,to more compJLox forms and, esipeoially 
to the: platform types. Beckmann and &ss both consider 
• growth to be.. by addition of layer upon layer outwards but 
disagree as to the method of deposition of the layers. 
Al]. conodonts do not show the lamellar structure 
to the same degree and in most it is, obscure except along. 
the cone axis. •Uberg the lwnellae .are oloae.u.packed and the 
interlammelar spaces small the material appears to be homom 
gonoous except in thin section at high magnification. 
However, in those places where the interlainmelár spaces are 
wide, usually along the cone axis or towards the anterior of 
a blade, the lamellae are clearly visible and in some few 
cases almost all of the growth pattern is visible. (Plate 
xIV fig. 4). 
That growth was by addition of material at the 
outer surface and not at the surface of the pulp is clearly 
shown by the regeneration of broken parts. Plate XIV fig. 1 
shows the cusp of a prioniodid conodont which was broken and 
subcequently/ 
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Fig. 3 	REGENERATION OF BROKEN DENTICLES 
b. 22 
growing point point broken 
C. o, C. 
break scaled 	 domed /oMr//Q 	
point regenerated 
regeneration commencing 
gig. ?i 	Diagrams to illustrate the method of 
repair of a broken cusp. See also plate XIV, 
figs. 1 1 2 1 6 1 7,  and 8. 
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subsequently regenerated during the lifo. of the conodontifer. 
1xxnination of thie bpedimen under high power shows that new 
ini.teria was added at thd outer surface and the following 
sequence of events appears. to have oecurred 	Iediately 
after the break the broken md was scaled off by a single 
layer forming a more o± less plane cuxface at tight angles-
to the  Cone axis, fig; 3 (c); The next layer formed a low 
dome over this plane surface leaving a large inte'z'la2mnela' 
space above the sealed break and extended down the sides of 
the cone fig, 3 (d).' The next few succeeding layers were 
widely separated in the direction of the cone axis, but 
increasingly 'more clOsely appressed laterally, fig 3 (e), 
and changed in shape from a low dome to an acute cone. Once 
the 'acutely conical chaps had been reestablished, growth 
proceeded normally and the interlamellar spaces became less 
marked 
Where regeneration is incomplete there is a 
noticeable change in the slope of the sides of the denticlo. 
ilateXlVfig. 8 shows a denticle with a partly regenerated 
point and ?lateXIVfg. 6 shows the early stages of regenera" 
tion of a comparatively large denticle of the pooterior end 
of a specimen of Lonchodus s. A series of small cones 
marking,' 
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marking: the aci of the denticlo is clearly visible end. thoce 
in the regenerated part.aro off-set anteriorly from theline 
ofthOs.e of the original.denticle. 
In some cotiodonts the laminar StrtiCtUO is flOt. 
present throughout the pecirnen and is 'replaced by a cellular 
arrangement of phosphatic material. This ic most frequently 
observed at the bases of denticles in bar-like for&is such as 
flindoode1lc and has led some authore y in particular Stauffer 
and Plummer (1932)  and Huddle (1934)9  to consider the 
donticles to be incorted into thC oral bar, much as are teeth 
into the jaw ramue of higher vertebrate80 They quote t 
falling out of donticles on disolution.of a specimen in. 
hydrochloric acid as evidence in support of this theory. 
Observation confirms that such peg-like, apparently inserted 
aonticlea (e.g. PlateXlvfigo. 3 & 7 ) do tend to fail out 
when the specimen is treated with hydrochloric acid. How.. 
ever in some specimens the series of cones marking the growth 
axis and representing the relatively large inter-areas at 
the apices of the lamollar donee can be traced from the oral . 
bar up into the cellular tiaue (PlateXlVtig. 7 ), indicating 
that the denticles are outgrsarthe from the bar and not 
insertions into it. The phenomenon of loosening of the 
dontiolee on diso1ution is considered to be the result of 
differential/ 
differential solubility of cUular a d:Iárneflar, cacitun 
phosphate. The peg-like appearance of dentioles vjith 
cellular structure is a purely opeal effec - 
 
 resulting 
frou the strong reflection Of light by the cellular tissue. 
In ru2ected light it. apyeaft , -vihite and 'opaque but in 
transmitted light it is dark, , and every gradation can be 
observed from transparent and translucent nber-eoloured 
denticles to those rendered.quite opaque by cellular structure. 
Occasionally the uhole gamut is present in one denticle.. 
It is considered, therefore, that the dnticle 
of eonodont are an integral part of the .oral units and: are 
OUtgrOWthS therefrom 	The individual dentcles are not 
inserted as are teeth in a jaw. 
49. 
VIII 9RIE9ATIQN AN TEB1NOLQ 
The orientation ot eonocoutø for the puxpoe of 
description is arbitrxy, since the nature of the conodonti' 
ifer and the precise arrar1geaent of conodonta in that organism 
is unino'à. Workers 'on assiàb1ages are in doubt as to the 
anterior and posterior .pats of the assemblages (Scott. 39 42 
and Schmidt 1934) and express doubt oven regarding the 
anterior and posterior of individual units within the 
assemblage, (Schmidt 1934)6 
For the purposes of description the units are 
considered to belong exclusively to the lower jaw with the 
full realisation that a foriiz  described as right lower could 
equally will be left upper and further that there need not 
necessarily have been any triisa Hi awu structure. The units 
are oriented with the denticle6 upward, i,e. directed orally 
and their inclination directed posteriorly. In platform 
types the platform is posterior and the blade anterior. This 
is in most oases a reversal of the orientation adopted by 
Ulrih & Bassler (1926), Huddle (193 4) and some othórs, but 
is in agreement with the usage adopted by more recent workers 
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51. 
The terminology of the various perta of units, 
o&braeiug such words'as oral, cusp, denticle, etc., is baod 
on the assumption' that eouodonts are teeth. A ; brief 
glossary of terms is included in Huddle's paper (1934) and 
in 'Invertebrate Fosils by M6ore 2 Lalicker and Fischer. 
(1952). For convenience and clarity a glossary of those 
terms uped in this thesis is appended below. 
Aboral 	Lower surfaca 5 surface of attachment, 
Anterior 	(1) In bars and b.ados: the end avay from 
which the donticles are inclined. (2M  Inplatforms: the direction of the blade. In Nkb..baraella and similar threobarred 
forms the two parallel bars are anterior. 
AAtoro-inferior That part of the bar in front of the cusp 
process bent inwards and backwards. 
Anticuep 	A downward projection below and continuous 
with the  cusp. 
Appresed 	Of denticloe, closely crowded. 
Arched 	Convoz upwards: along the lgth. 
Bar 	 Elongated structure about as thick as high 
bearing denticles. 
Blade 	Elongated structure iarkodly higher than thick, 
bearing donticlos. 
Bowed 	Curved in the horizontal plane: convex 
outwards0 
Carina ncdos or denticulaod £idge eztondixg across 




Compressed. 	Flattened laterally.' 	S 
Cusp 	'. Large rain denticle situated above the 
escutcheon. 
Denticlea' 	Small spine-like tp . Al growing upwards from a 
bar , or blade. 
Escutcheon 	Aboral concavity, pit or navel.; the 
attachment sCar • 
Flange 	A. lateral ridge usually parallel to tie oral 
and aboral surfaces. 
Flexed 	Bent sharply inwards. 
Fused ' 	Of denticles, laterally confluent. 
' Germ 	1inute teeth the points of which do not erupt ) 
dentiolec 	on the oral surface; visible in transmitted 
light. 
Inner sick 	The concave aide. 	 S 
Limb 	?art of a bar on one side of the cusp. 
Lip 	 Thin membrane-.like edge of the escutcheon. 
Oral 	The denticulate, nodose or tuberculate side 
directed upwards. 
Parapet' 	One side of the oral surface of a platform. 
Platform The oral surface of the laterally expanded 
end of some conodonte. 
53. 
Ix =ONO 
The classification of conodonte presented. 
difficultióo to Pander and these difficulties are nor; - 
inroasod' rather than resolved. They arise partly from the 
nature and mode of occurrence of conodonts, and partly from 
weaknesses in the Linoan system of nomenclature, 
rueman (1924) after stating (p.355) that: 
• 	"A fossil usually represents. .a part often a 
small part = of the living animal or plant" 
euggest;(p.356) that: 
"A pa2.aeontological classification must be of such a 
character that a name or symbol is available to 
designate every recognisable form which characterises 
a distinct horizon". 
At present the only accepted - system of names is the Linnean, 
in iihich there ia an inherent zoological relationship between 
categories. The application of this system to fossils which 
represent the major part of organisms probably introduces 
only slight zoological. inaccuracies,, but in the case of fossi3 
which are only a very small part of the organisms the zoologi. 
cal error can be groat. This is especially true of conodont. 
anfet1y, from the evidence of Scott (1934  and 
1942) and others the conodontifer poseseed various typos of 
conodonte and these zoologically are9 in each "assemblage" 
individually! 
54., 
individually one, These types are, however, morphologically 
different and have been assigned to different families. This 
offence against biological veracity can be justified on the 
grounds that conodonte usually occur as separate, discrete 
Units, physically unrelated to each other and to the animals 
of which they were parts and these units often Characterise 
distinct horizons. 	Acsomblagost' are rare and have not yet 
provided incontrovertible evidence of the precise mitual 
relations of the various types of conodonts included in them. 
The fact that the occurrence and distribution of most of the 
morphological groupings are stratigraphicaily significant 
especially in the upper Palaeozoic sediments of N. America 
prompts the writer to. accept, in the spirit that half a loaf 
is better than no bread, the 'tievj of several American workers 
that the zoological inaccuracy of a morphological classifica-
tion is outweighed by its Utilitarian value. 
In this classification conodonts are given the 
status of an order, the Conodorztopboridia Eichenberg 19309 
and divided into two sub-orders. Those conodonte with 
fibrous structure comprise the sub*. order Neurodontiformea 
Branson & Mehl 1942 and are confined to Lower Palaeozoic 
strata. The Conodontifornies Branson & HeW. 1944  consist of 




Families ,within this sub. order 'are based on 
opho1ogica1 features. In the Distacodid.ae Ulrich & 'Bcsler 
1926 the shape of the cusp and its cross section, the number 
and character of the dentiolsa and the absence', or presence 
and size of a pulp cavity are diagnostic'. The Prioniodidae 
and Prioniódinidae Ulrich & Baseler 1926  are similar in being 
bar-like. forms, but differ in the position of the cusp, in 
the size and. spacing of the denticles and in the degree of 
arching. in the Prioniodidae the cusp is anterior or termuin'. 
al and the bar frequently bowed or laterally flexe, while in 
the Prioniodinidao the cusp may be absent but is u5ual].r in 
the median third and the bar 1.8 more arched than bowed. 'some 
of the Prioniodinidae tend to be more blade-like than bar-like. 
In the Polygnathidae Ulrich & Bassler 1926 and the 
Gnathodontidae Branson & Bahl 1944  the shape and size of the 
platform is of diagnostic value as is the presence, length 
and height of the carina and the size of the blade. Genera 
of these two families differ imarkedly in the size of the 
escutcheon,' In the former it is small, whereas in the latter 
it is large and frequently occupies the whole aboral surface 
of the platform. 
Altogether/ 
56. 
Altogether there are three families in the 
Neui'odontjforiaes and five in the Conodontiforineo with ,a total 
of about one hundred genera. 
57. 
X 	$YSTEMATIC 
kA E 0 N T 0 L 0 QY 
58. 
CLASS CYCLOTOMATA 
Order coNoDoNToPaornIA Eichenberg 1930 
Order comprising minute teeth, variable in shape, 
and ranging from simple cones through series of cones 
supported on an oral bar to complex dental plates, COmposed 
principally of calcium phosphate and occasionally attached 
to fragments of similar material assumed to have been jaws. 
Subs-order C0NOD0NTIF0RMS 	Branson & Mehl 1944 
Conodontiphoridia with laminated teeth of calcium 
phosphate. 
	
Family PRIONIODIDAE 	Ulrich & Bassler 1926 
More or less bar-.like dental units with a major 
denticle or cusp, erect or posteriorly inclined, situated 
at or near the anterior end and in most forms an elongate 
denticulate posterior extension. 
Genus APATOGNATHUS 	Branson & Mehl 1934 
9 L 	
Units consisting of a sharply arched base, the 
limbs of which are denticulate, bar-like, parallel or 
slightly! 
5•9 
olightly divergent and joined at the apex by a thin lame]J.&. 
! cusp is apical, large and curved towards one limb of 
arch and the ontcles are. email and discrete. The Qymmetry 
of the arch is always brôkn by the inclination of the .. cusp 
and often by ineqtialitiesof limb denticlation and by 
• 	skewing. 
tathus iemin 	(Hinde) 	
Plate I figs l 2 
1900  PrionioMle IxeminuM Hinde Trans. L.Soe. G1a. vol.V, 
p.344, ?X.10 9 fig. 2. 
1928 Prioniodina emiu Holmes gr2y. U,S.Nat..IIu, vol.LXXII, 
p.199 P1. 59 fLg. 10. 
Diarnosi 	atognathus with asymmetrical denticu].ation 
and marked skewing. One or more prominent dentielac beside 
the cusp; apical laiaella very small. The inner limb is 
laterally tumid. 
scriitipn 	The denticulate bar is sharply flexed near 
the mid point and skewed; with the inner limb horizontal the 
outer limb slopes posteriorly downwards. The dentioles are 
small, sharply edged and pointed and closely appressed at 
their bases. Those of the inner limb are smaller and more 
closely spaced than those of the outer limb and are twice as 
numerous. Towards the apex the dentioles are larger and the 
apex is occupied by a large, laterally carinate and slightly 
curved/ 
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curved Cusp which lies in the ssnio plane as the outer limb 
of the bar. The latter is moderately .thin end deep with .a•. 
narrow aboral trench flanked by thin lips., running the., length 
of the bar.. The inner limb is laterally tumid, as thick as 
or thicker. than deep and also has a narrow abox'al trench. 
eneaththe cusp the aboral trench is expanded into a small 
eoutcheou with a pronounced lip, the apical lamella, 
closing the apex of the arch. 
Neumemea 	Upper Limestone, Glencartp Dalrj. 
Upper Limestone, Linn Spout, Dairy. 
Skateraw Iiddle Lime stone, Dunbar. 
Rolotvina 	J. S. Cohn, H,LG.S., Edinburgh. 	s68910 
An&tojnat1iva orcctus (Hinde) 
Plato I figs. 3 2 4. 
1900 Póniodus porgai us Hindo 2'ansJi40 $oc, Gla. vol. V, 
P4 344, Ph. 10, fig. 26. 
1928 jQnidus norcatus Holmes Proqj.S. Nat.i. vol. LXXII, 
Ps 22 9  P1. 3, fig, 26 
anoais 	Similar to patognathus agmiwo but denticles 
uniform in height up to tbecusp and bilateral tumidity of 
inner limb more marked. 
RGmark 	The specimen illustrated in figure 	is Hinde' e 
holotypo of ioniodue óxcatu. It is the inner limb and 
cusp of an Ap.atonathussimilar to izéminus but differing from 
it in that the dentiolee do not grade in height towards the 
cusp,/ 
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cusp. The specimen shows clearly the very waAced bilateral 
swelling of the bar, the swelling becoming more marked. 
towards the cusp and making the bar thiqknes about one and 
halt tiiés its height.  
Pep zrence 	Upper Limestone , bnkcàstle, Kilwinning. 
Skatoraw Addle Limestone, Dunbar. 
plotype 	J, S. Cohn. H.M.G,S., Edinburgh. 	S.892. 
Genus EUPRIONIODINA Ulrich & Bassler 1926 
Prioniods.1ike units with a denticulate anticuep. 
Eurjonidinsatp 4 (Hinde) 	
i rig. 
1900 Pri2niodu8 anu1atus Hinde 1rans.LILSoc.G1as. vol.V, C . 
arti 	 P. 343, P1. .10, fig. 19. 
1928 Hiaola ala 	Holmes 	oc.U.5.Nat.. volLXXII, 
LpartiJ p. U, P1, 4, fig. 33. 
Diumosia 	Euprioniodina with a bowed posterior bar, 
compressed cuep and anticuep at 900 to the bar. 
eorintion 	The bar is fairly stout, deep and atrong1y 
bowed and bears a series of seven, compressed, posteriorly 
inclined denticles decreasing in size posteriorly. The cusp 
is tall, stout, moderately compressed and sharp edged and has 
a alight backward inclination. Below the cusp the :bar is 
bent sharply downwards and slightly inwards to form an anti.. 
cu5p/ 
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cusp bearing seven short discrete denticles directed upwards 
and inwards. The aboral surface is narrow, trenched though' 
out and has a Snail osCutchoon below the cusp. 
QQcq 	Upper Jdmestono, Glencart, Dairy. 
tyte J. S. CoUn, H.LG.S., Edinburgh. 5.885. 
Genus HIBBPI.R ELLA Ulrich & Basslor 1926 
Units consisting of an arched, denticulate 
anterior bar with a very tail central cusp. The denticlee 
are discrete and belong to one series. The base of the 
cusp is usually produced into a short posterior bar. 
Escutcheon small. 
For the purposes of description hibbardeUa are 
considered to have been set in the centre front of a jaw 




Dianosic 	Hikbar-della with a very short blade-like 
anterior bar, a stout curved cusp and a short thick posterior 
bar. 
The anterior arch is short and stout but more 
blade-like/ 
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blade-like than bar-like and is inclined. anteriorly outwards 
and upwards. The limbo meet almost at 900  at the base. of 
the cusp and bear twodentieles each; •.thee,are slender,. 
cub-c ireular and not more than one third the height of the 
cusp. ..The cusp is stout recurvedand. COmprOGSGd towards —
the base but sub-rounded distally. At the base of the cusp 
a short, thick, posteriorly.pointed,bar extends backzarda. 
The aboral surface of the anterior arch is sharp; that of 
the posterior bar broad and flat and tapering posteriorly. 
There is a small triangular escutcheon at the base of the 
CUSP from which a median groove extends along the aboral 
surfaces of the posterior bar and each limb of the arch. 
Occurrence 	Lower Limestone, Law, Dairy. 
Rolte 	J. S. Colin. LLILG.$., Edinburgh. FLS. 10931- 
Remarks 	This species resembles species of =chonodella 
in stoutness of cusp and shortness of arch limbs but ii does 
not have the deeply excavate base typical of that genus. 
Plate. I fig. 7 
NOW Hibbar4eUnu1ae, Ulrich Sc 
Bassler 1926 
Trans .Ik$Gc ..Glàc. 





Proe.U. 8. Nat. ue. 
vol,LXXII, p319 
iano4/ 	 P1.4, fig. 32. 
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_ 	Hibbardella with. a very deep. .thin .blade,like 
anterior, bar and a very, slender tall cusp. 
DQQqriR&jq_n ,.. The dena1 '.unit comprises a thin deep oral 
blade-flexed at about the mid.-.point into a. low arch, slightly 
bowed anteriorly and suriaunted by a. cusp. Each limb of the 
arch i.ssurmountedby six or seven compressed discrete 
denticlos and is in depth greater than , one fifth .of 
height of the cuQp. The.cusp t ,situated at the apex of the 
arch, is laterally compressed tall slender and has an 
anterior carina truncated below the mid height by a• flat:.: 
surface continuous with the front of the arch. The poster-
ior carina of the cusp continues on to the .UppGr,Sur±aceof 
the posterior process which is, thin, and 4eop but broken off 
from the specimen figured.. The aboraJ. surface is sharp 
except below,  the cusp where it is occupied by a.maU T 
-shaped escutcheon, the leg of the T ruzming into the 
posterior process. 
Qcc&c 	Lower Limestone, ,Birkhead, Da1z7. 
______ J. S. Cohn. H.LG.8. 1 Edinburgh. 5.884 
Rearko 	Holmes identified this specimen with the geno- 
type 	 (Hinde) Ulrich& Bassler 192 6) 
•(Piidus 	 of Hinde) specimen. A.4180, British.  
Luseum, but it differs from the holotype in that the 3Ub-i 
apical/ 
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apical angle is more obtuse and the limbs of the arch are 
much deeper. Most specimens of HibbardeUp anulata. have 
a more bar-like anterior arch than has the holotype and 
ibdgUa craii is considered to be outside the range 
of variation in shape and depth of arch. 
Genus HINE0D1LIA, Ulrich & Bass ler 1926 
Long almost straight to gently bowed and arched 
bars frequently with an anterior inflexion. Up to ten 
small denticles in front of the large strong cusp and a 
numerous series of email  denticlea often irregular and 
alternating in size behind it. 
Plate II fig. 1 
Trnp.LH.$oc.Gips. vol.V, 
P* 344, P11. 10, fig. 24. 
1928 Prioniodus gomolex Holmes ro,U.8Jt.ze. voi.LXXII, 
p. 20, P1.. 2, fig. 32. 
Di ;!ip_ 	HUAG-odella  of medium length.; bar deep) . , 
fairly thin and anteriorly flexed inwards and downwards; 
CUSP at point of flexure. 
DpppriT)tipp 	The bar is of moderate length, almost straight 
aboraily posterior to the cusp but orally slightly bowed. It 
is! 
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is tafriy thin. and deep and anteriorly is. curveL inward$ and 
downvJardsp the aboral edge making an angle less than 9O.. 
ThOe: are twenty-five , d.enticles diredted orally,, five, of 
which are on the anterior process, the remainder posterior 
to tho cusp. The cusp is almost vertical, long and sub.. 
circular in cross-section. The bar denticles are small, 
irregular and closely set but become larger and more inclined 
posteriorly. At the posterior end of the bar ip a fairly 
large inclined donticle below which a series of small ±c4 
denticics form a thin deltoid keel. The boral edge- is  
sharp but bears a narrow median groove which is expanded on 
the outer edge below the cuap to form a small shallow 
escutcheon. 
Occurrence 	Upper Limestone, Glencax°t, Dairy. 
Ro10tø 	J. Si, Cohn, H.LILG.S., Edinburgh. 	S.890. 
Ramar—ITO. This specimen is similar to MI.—ac—U. 	(Branson 
& ohl), but differs from it in size, attitude and denticula... 
tion of the anterior process, in the stoutness of the bar 
and in the size of the posterior keel. H, acuta is thicker, 
has a shorter more upwardly directed anterior process and a 
much smaller keel. 
67. 
Hindó)3,a curte. ep. nov. 	 . 
Plate II fig. 2 
Pianosis 	inde ode 1 with a very short, moderately thin 
bar, aboraUy straight and posteriorly very slightly bowed. 
Denticles alternately long and very short. 
DesCriDtion 	The bar is extremely short and has an almost 
straight aboral edge, but is very slightly bowed towards the 
posterior end. The bar depth increases rapidly in the 
anterior quarter length then tapers gradually. posteriorly.. 
The cusp is sub-rounded, posteriorly inclined and situated, 
at the deepest point of the bar. Anterior to the cusp are 
two small compressed dentiolos the inclinations of which 
diverge, the more anterior being inclined forvardc. Behind 
the cusp lie four large denticle3, sub-rounded, inclined and 
decreasing in size posteriorly. A very small sharp pointed 
dontiole lies between each of those or a germ denticle is 
visible within the bar. The aboral surface is Separated 
from the lateral surfaces by a sinuous flange arising near 
the anterior margin and running to the posterior. This 
flange is arched below the cusp. The abox'al surface tapers 
to an almost sharp edge which boars a very small elongate 
escutcheon below the cusp and a narrow median groove thenco 
almost to the posterior end. 




__ 	ti. J. C. CoUn. 
_ 	The extreme brevity of this species is unusual 
as most of the Carboniferous species tend to be long.. Even 
fragments of other Hindoodollas, at ost half the length 'of 
the complete speciLlsns, are longer than this speeirien. 
Undo.cUa distota sp. nov. 
Plate II fig. 3 
inosis 	•iiin40-24e11a with a short, deep, compreaced bar 
and a deep triangular posterior keel; bar boried anteriorly. 
scxit ion 	The bar is short, deep and compressed 
especially in the anterior third which is bowed inwards.. 
This iricurved portion is orally tilted backwards. There 
are twenty-five denticles on the oral edge, including the 
principal cusp situated about the middle of the anterior 
bowed part of the bar and a subsidiary posterior cusp. 
Four call denticlos lie anterior to the cusp which is sub-
rounded and directed slightly inwards and backwards.. The 
bar denticlos are unequal, compressed and closely approssed 
at their bases and their backward inclination increases to-
wards the posterior subsidiary cusp. The subsidiary cusp 
is compressed, inclined at about 300  to the horizontal and 
almost as large as the main cusp. A series of seven com-
pressed germ denticles combine with an aboral extension of 
the/ 
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the bar to fom a p,ostorio deltoid keel. Mho aboral edge 
is sharp save for a, very wnU escutcheon be10 te main cusp. 
CccuMnco Upper. J$znestone Linn. Spout, Dairy. 	0 
J. S. Cohn.. H.M.G. S., Edinburgh, R. 5.10932 
jw1oode1la tQnuiS ep. nov. 
Plate II figs. 4, 5. 
NON Ctenoimatbua alISMUg Pander Won. der 	 FI&Q-11  
186 p.33, Tab.2a, figs.11 9 12. 
1900 Cnonahwe oblinguis 	 vol.V 
P-344 , P1.10, fig.28.. 
1928  Hinaodella obliqua Holmes 	 vol.LXXII 
[partixJ 	p.12 1 P105 1  fig.5. 
Diamo§is 	Hindeod,eUp with a Blender compressed bar 
slightly bowed; cusp broad based and compressed; anterior 
denticles erect; posterior denticios inclined. 
Pscriptjpn 	The bar is thin, posteriorly straight and 
getly bowed in the anterior third. The anterior bowing is 
associated with an inward tilting of the oral surface and the 
anterior end is rounded. $ix small, sub-vertical, compressed, 
sharp-edged dentielee, unequal in height, are situated on the 
anterior part of the bar followed by a broad based, markedly 
compressed, cusp which is inclined backwards and slightly 
incurved. Posterior to the cusp are about twelve unequal 
compressed dentielos inclined posteriorly. The posterior 
termination/ 
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termination of the bar is sharp and dentic1e'.like. Germ; 
deutic].es are visible in the base of the cusp. The aboral 
edge is sharp but has a small deep escutcheon below the cusp 
and a very narrow median trench running from just in front 
of the escutcheon to the posterior end. This trench is 
extremely narrow towards the posterior. 
Qcomr—rence Lower Limeatone 2 Birkhead, Dairy. 
5.894 
Specimen. (fig. 5) J. S. Cohn. H.LG. S., Edinburgh. 
5,895. 
92M=1 0 	The specimen shown in Fig. 5 (Hinde 19001  P1.10 1 
fig. 29 and Holmes 1926, pis 5, fig. 3) is a fragmentary 
h- 	 - 
specimen of Lip truiaT? showing the cusp and the posterior 
two-thirds of the bar. The incurving of the cusp is well 
illustrated by this specimen which is from the same locality. 
This species has a resemblance to H, ZWiola E. R. Branson 
in its posterior termination and the posterior part of the 
bar. H. g1.adipg is, however, somewhat thicker and has a 
sub-rounded cusp, set near the anterior end of the bar. 
The majority of hindeodellas are recovered as bar 
fragments which from their configuration and denticulation 
belong to several different species, but since they lack 
anterior! 
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anterior and poaterior• terflLini cannot.be,oppoifically 
identified. The fragments are figured to give anidication 
of tio variations in Carboniferous hindeodellas.. 
Plate III fig. 2 
1900 Centrods dn1icatu 	linde vol.V 
P- 341, PL 9 2  fig. 12. 
1928 IiidaUa du1iat Holmes 	S.Nat4g. yol.LXXII 
pU, P1.4, fig. 39. 
Description 	The specimen figured is a bar fragment 
showing typical hindeodelUd dentition of small dontioles 
intercalated botvieen.larger denticles, all slightly inclined 
poeteior1y. The bar is thin, fairly deep, has alight 
lateral flanges and a median abora]. groove. The dentic10 
are tall, somewhat compressed and separate. 
0 
Qz'renees Upper Lime stone, Zonkcastle, Xilwinning. 
Bone Bed Limestone, Lower Limestone Group, 
Bilaton Burn, iiii1othian. 
Shale above Skateraw Niadle Limestone, Dunbar. 
Castlecary Limestone, Upper Limestone Group, 
Joppa. 
iPQL21en J. S. CoUn. R..G.S., Edinburgh. 	5.878. 
72. 
Hjndgq~gjla p]2. 
Plate. III fig. i 
1900 Cntrodusthtu Hiide Trns.NJL8op.G1a. vol...V 
P- 343, P1. 9, figs.  13, 14 . 
1926 ickone lincatus Rouridy U. 3.G1.Surv. Ppf. Paor 
No.146, p.15, P1.3,, fig.7,8. 
1928 HindeodeU&jjne 	Holmes Proc.U.S.Ngt,A. vol.LXXII 
p. U, P1. 4, figs. 40, 41. 
perition 	The Pecimo,' figured ehovi the marked 
elongation common in carboniferous hindoode11a. The bars 
are long, rounded or laterally tumid and closely dentioulate. 
The dentioles are short y posteriorly inclined and occa sionally 
fused at their bases. Between each pair of larger denticles 
are from to to four, usually three, smaller dontiolea. The 
bars are aborally grooved and have a gentle sigmoid curvature 
in oral aspect. 	. 
QggW_ge-ncgz Upper Limestone, konkcastle, Kilwinning. 
Bone Bed Limestone & shales, Bilaton Burn, 
ILtdlotaiian. 
Potidonia-Band below Top Hocie Limestone, 
LUlsyth. 
Skateraw 11iddle Limestone & shales, Dunbar. 
Castlecary Limestone & shales, Joppa. 
Skipsey's Marine Band, Coal IIeacuros, 
othervioU. 
1id. Spcc.imens J. S. Cohn, H.i!LG. S., Edinburgh.. 
5,879 and 5.880. 
_______ 	 The specimen shown in fig. 1 is very similar 
to H, op. Ellison 1941 s P1. 20, fig. 33, from which it 




Plate III fig.3 
1900 CtenognalbUs ob]..jquus Hinde Trans.N.H.Soc.Glas. vol.V 
[par tithj 	p.344 7 p1.10 1 fig. 27. 
1928 Hinc3.eodella oblipu, Holmes Proc.U.S.N&t.h&is. vol.LXXII 
[partin] 	p. 12 2 P1. 5, fig. 4. 
Description 	An indeterminable fragment of a very stout 
bar bearing a relatively short slender cusp and six poster-
iorly inclined denticles. 
Occurrence Lower Limestone, Birkhead, Dairy. 
igd. Specimen J. S. Colln. H. M.G. S., Edinburgh. S.893. 
Genus LIGONODINA Ulrich & Bassler 1926 
Complex dental units consisting of a short to 
moderately long straight or down-curved bar set with discrete 
denticles 'and having a large erect or recurved cusp at or 
near the anterior end. The bar is sharply flexed near the 
cusp and is produced inwards and backwards as a short 
denticulate antero-inferior process which usually slopes 
posteriorly downwards. 
Lionod.ina c ompl e c tenJ 
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kigodina compleptens ep. nov. 
Plate III fig-4 
1900 	 HindeZoan§ 
!t
vol. V 
(artiJ 	p. 343, P1. 9,  fig. 16. 
1928. Prioniodus tulenai Holmes vol. LXXII 
Epartiq 	p. 22, P1.. 3, fig. 20. 
,igo4i with a abort stout bar bowed ±nwardc; 
cusp towards posterior bar; bar ntero.infsrior process 
directed npwards. 
Des iptign 	The bar. is short, gently arched and bowed 
inwards and markedly swollen on the inner side at the base 
f the cusp which is situated near the posterior end. The 
cusp is moderately compressed, sharp edged and curved poster-
iorly. Tao small, short, broad based denticles are present 
near the base of its posterior margin. In front of the 
cusp the bar proceeds forwards and alightly - do=Vards bearing 
two widely separated rounded denticles the anterior one being 
fairly tSlle At the position of this moderate, sized denticle 
the bar is bent sharply backwards, inwards and upwards. This 
reflexed portion of the bar has at least two small discrete 
rounded denticlos posteriorly inclined. The posterior end 
of the bar is pointed and curved outwards. The aboral 
surface is narrow and has a goove running the whole length. 
This groove encroaches on the inner lateral surface anterior 
to! 
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to the cusp and is slightly broader and deeper at the point 
of flexure. 
Occur!renc 	Upper Limstono, Glonoart, Dairy. 
Lower Limestone, Law, Dairy, 
Shale. above Skaterasv Middle Limestone, Dunbar. 
o].otvio 	J. Be Cohn. H.u.G.S., Edinburgh. 	8.882. 
Remark. This species is unusual in having the anterior 
process directed upwards and the cusp is cot further back on 
the bar than in other ligonodinids. The specimens from the 
Skaterav; Middle Limestone although badly broken are easily 
recognisable because of these two unusual characteristiec. 
The largest indicates a maximum size of this species at least 
twice that of the specimen figured. 
Lioiiodina erocta sp. nov. 	
Plate III fig. 5 
1900 Ed2niodus tuleusts Hinds 	 vol.V 
[partith] 	p. 343, P1. 9 9  fig. 17. 
1928 riouiodus tu].ensic Holmes roc.U. SJat.s voi.LXXII 
artir 	p. 22, P1. 32 fig. 21. 
Diagnosis 	Liconodina with a moderately thin, deep bar, 
erect compressed cusp anterior and a short sharp-pointed 
antoro-.inferior process. 
Doerioi. 	The bar is deep, fairly thin, and short and 
has two very small dontioles posterior. The depth of the bar 
increases! 
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increases rapidly anterioriards and it is deepest below the 
cusp which is erect,taU, slender and copressod. Iunediato1y 
in front of the cusp th! bar is bout charply inwards, backwards 
and downwards to fora short posteriorly sharp antero... 
inferior process. The process has three medium sized. denticlea 
one of which, adjacent to,tho cusp, is at the point of flexure 
of.tc bar and is anteriorly inclined. This denticle and the 
iezt are slender and rounded but the last of the three is 
broad based and compressed and has a lateral carina contn-
uous with the sharp end and point of the bar. The ,abóraj. 
edge is narrow and has a median trench running throughout its 
length expanded below the cusp into a shallow elongate 
escutcheon, 
Oocurrenei 	Upper Limestone, Gleacart, Dslx'y.  
Bone Bed Limestone, Bilston Burn, Uidl othian.  
J. S. Coun. H.U.G.3., Edinburgh. 	5.883. 
emrs 	The species has similarities to L. Z'ecurypt 
Branson & lJohl and L. eracut Hinds. It differs from the 
latter in shape and attitude of the cusp and in the degree of 
ref].exing of the antero.i.jnferjor process. In L. psraout 
the, reflexing is less acute and more downwar1y directed. 
__________ has a much stouter quep which is both curved 
and inclined posteriorly. No entire specimens were found 
but/ 
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but the shape and thickness of the broken posterior end of 
the bar indicates that it was only very slightly longer than 
in the specimen figured. 
Iigonod.ina Deracuta (Hinde) 
Plate III figs. 6, 7 
1900  RgIonj2dua Peracutus Hinde 
[partiü 
1928  i'roniode IDeracutus Holmes 
artithj  
Trans.LH. Soc.G1a. volV, 
P. 343 1  P1. 10, fig. 21. 
Proc .U. S. Nat. Ii. vol. LXXII 
P* 21, P1.3, fig. 37. 
Diagnosis 	Ljgpnoding with a long, slightly arched 
denticulate bar, tall, slender, rounded cusp and a very short 
pointed antero-inferior process. 
Description 	The bar, posterior to the cusp is long, 
gently arched and compressed and bears a series of long, 
slender, rounded denticlos posteriorly inclined, with smaller 
donticlos intercalated. All donticles are separated down to 
their bases. The bar curves downwards below thG cusp which 
is tall, slender and rounded and stands almost vertically. 
In front of and below the cusp the bar is bent inwards and 
downwards to form a short stout antoro..inferior process 
bearing two small denticles. 
0ccurrences Lower Limestone, Law, Dairy. 
Shales above Skateraw Middle Limestone, Dunbar. 
Holotvne 	J. S. CoUn. H.iI1.G.S., Edinburgh. 5.887. 
Remarks] 
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• In refleotod light the denticlep of this 
specimen appear peg-like 'but in transmitted light (fig.' '. ) 
their continuity with the oral bar is apparent. The cusp 
and two of the denticles have regenerated points, in one 
case thowing marked change of slope of the denticle sides 
at the position of breakage. The species resembles Upper 
Devonian forms in having a long posterior bar with comparative-
).y large denticles. 
Plate III fig. 8 
186prioni94us tule:qQ  - i§ Pander 
1900 Prionioclus  JgLenstg Rin.e 
on. der oasiieche 
P- 30 1  Tab. 2a, fig. 19. 
fran.$oc.Gla, vol. V 
P- 343 7  P1. 9, fig. l. 
1928 Prioniodus tulenajo. Holmes 	U.S, Nat. iki. vol.LXXII 
p. 22, P1. 3, fig. 22. 
Diagnosis 	Liitonpdina with a tali t stout, slightly 
compressed, curved and inclined cusp set on a short, thick, 
posteriorly rounded bar: antero...inferjor process, compressed 
and sharp pointed, arising froiii the base of the cusp. 
_______ The bar is very short, thick and deep and 
tapers to a rounded posterior. A lateral flange is present 
about mid-height of the bar and slopes down to the aboral 
surface posteriorly. The posterior quarter bears three small 
denticles/ 
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donticlee.. The cusp,: the base of which occupies more than 
half the length of the bar is compressed and posteriorly. 	: 
curved near the baca # straightening towards the point, :vjhere 
it become's rounded. Its height is greater than three times 
the length of the bar. The ax1tero.!inferior 'process arises 
just in front of and below the cusp, ii 'inclined orally in. 
wards and so situated that its aboral edge lies , in the same 
plane as the bar and cusp. Three of the four denticles on 
the process lie posterior to the cusp, the fourth springs 
from the base of the cusp. The last 6.enticle is continuous 
with the posterior and of the process which meets the aboral 
surface in a point. The aboral surface has a leaf.-shaped 
escutcheon below the cusp from which a groove extends to the 
posterior end of the bar and along the process. 
Qccuxreneee., Upper Limestone, Glencart, Dalry. 
Bone Bed Limestone, Biiton Burn g 1Lilothian. 
idnjs. Band below Top Hosie Limestone, 
ilsyth. 
Hawthorn Limestone, 4xirkirk. 
J. S. Cohn. H.Li.G.S. v 'Edinburgh. 5.881. 
sp • nov. 
Plate IV fig. 1 
Lionodina with a short, thick, orally rounded 
and aborafly flattened bar bearing a very stout compressed 
curved/ 
[:Ii! 
curved cusp. .Anteroinerior process arising.from about 
the mid line of the cusp. 
__ 	The baz'..io short and about as thich as high 
except .posteriorly where it thins slightly. its oral and 
aboral surfaces are sub-parallel, the former-rounded and the 
latter almost flat. There are two widely separated dontioles 
on the bar e  the larger, near the posterior end, compressed 
and sharp edged. The ,smaller lies about the middle of the 
bar. The cusp is curved, stout, slightly compressed through 
out its length and is twisted, the major axis of its 
elliptical cross section being parallel with the bar near  
the baè, but at 450 to the bar near the point. Towards 
the point the cusp is sharp edged. Basally the anterior 
edge of the cusp curves to meet the base of the antero. 
inferior process which arises laterally from the bar at about 
the mid line of the cusp. The process is compressed, 
inclined inwardo orally and has two compressed sharp edged 
denticles inclined posteriorly. The aboral surface of the 
process is narrow and bears a median groove which joins 
anteriorly the aboral median groove of the bar. At their 
union lies a small escutcheon elongated at right angles to 
the bar. 
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Hawthorn Limestone., .4rkirk. 
Skateraw Middle Limestone, Dunbar 
J. S. Cohn. H,LG.S., &thiburgh. R, S,10933 
oina 
Plate 'IV: fig. 2 
9MEME • The specimen figured is too fragmentary for 
specific determination.. It differs from the other figux'od 
specimens in that the antero.. inferior process continues 
aborally.the line of 	cusp and bear's d.entioles directed 
inwards and upwards. Thisandthe form of the  cusp suggest 
close comparison with 	hicat, Branson & Mehl. (1934a,, 
P1. 14, fig. 23). 
Qirne• Worth Greene 4mes.tono, Bil ton Br'n, Midlothian. 
gçimn V.I. J. C. CoUn. 
Genus PRIONIODUS Pander 1856 
Units with a denticulate bar or' blade-like bar 
terminated anteriorly by a.large cusp extended .abox'aUy as 
an anticusp to give the unit as a whole a pick-like appear-
ance. The bar may be straight, arched or bowed and the 
cusp may be a single unit or compounded of sevoral fused 




Brsson & LLeIal (1933b) consider that RRigatpdu  
may have developed from early ozarkodinid forms by reduction 
and downflecing of the anterior bar and its incorporation 




Plate IV fig. 3. 
DinpiPrio-Al2dus with a short, broad based, compressed 
incurved cusp, a very short stout anticuep and gently arched, 
bowed posterior bar. 
_____ 	The cusp is short, compressed, broad based 
and curves inwards. The edges are sharp and the anterior 
edge is interrupted near the base by a Sniali denticlo. The 
posterior bar is thin, gently arched and bowed and bears 
seven sharp edged compressed denticles closely sot. Its 
posterior termination is blunt and the denticles, like the 
cusp, are vertical. Denticles and bar together as about 
half the height of the cusp. Germ dentielee are visible in 
the bar between the posterior denticlee. The aboral edge is 
narrow and flat and has a median groove expanded into a 
lanceolate escutcheon below the cusp. The escutcheon is 
slightly more expanded on the innux , side and is moderately 
deep/ 
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deep. Height and length of specimen about equal. 
Qurroce 	Lower Limestone, Law, Dairy. 
Bone Bed Limstone, Bilston , Burn, Midlothian. 
Hgjg=e J. S. Co11i. HJ&G.S., &Unbux'gh.. 11.8.10934. 
_______ This peciee resembles the, genotype P e.egana 
Pander in general configuration and. in showing the primitive 
prioi4odid stage of denticulation anterior to the cusp. 
The difference are : 
P. kr_g-vig is more compressed than P. e1eans. 
It has larger denticles and a shorter broader 
cusp. 
The bar of P. elegan.s is not arched. 
Specimens of 	 do not appear to be 
common in the Scottish Carboniferous and most have the 
posterior bar broken making specific determinations doubtful. 
Assuming evolution from forms anteriorly dentioulate and 
judging by their lack of pre.-cuspal denticles they are of 
more advanced types than P. brevi. 
Plate iv fig. 4 
1900 Pr'ionioduseracutus Hinds raus.N.H. 
P. 343, P1 
1926 Prioniodus eracutu Roundy U. S. Geol • Si 
P. 10, P1. 
1928 Prioniodus i,eracutus Holmes Proc .U.S.Ni 
P. 21, P1. 
jagnosi/ 
20.,G1a. vol.V 
10, fig. 22. 
r'v.of. Paper' 146 
4, fig. 6. 
t. e. Vol. LXXII 
31 fig. 38. 
Diagnosis 	iflioUa: having a tall, compressed cusp and 
large anticuep; posterior-bar anteriorlyarched, posteriorly 
declined; bar dentioles posteriorly inclined. 
Deserition 	The bar is thin, slightly bowed and arched 
near the cusp. Posteriorly it slopes downwards and terain- 
ates 
 
in a sharp edge. The bar denticlea, nine in n,mbe' 
are unequal, small and compressed. All have a slight 
posterior inclination and in the anterior part of the bar 
they are fused at their bases. The cusp is tail, compressed 
and laterally erecti but slightly curved inwards. The 
anterior edge of the cusp is carinate and the carina continues 
down below the bar as the slightly concave anterior edge of 
the anticup, the depth of which is about one quarter the 
height of the cusp. The aboral surface of the bar is  
narrow but broadens at the base of the cusp whence 4.t narrows 
towards the bottom of the antieusp. A median ;gIOOVe is, 
present and is expanded into a fairly deep lachrymiform 
escutcheon at the junction of bar and anticuap. 
Qcurrence 	Lower Limestone, Law, Dairy. 
Shales above Skateraw Middle Limestone, Dunbar. 
Bone Bed Limestone, Bileton Burn, Midlothian. 




	J. S. Colin. LLG,S., Edinburgh. s4888. 
(Designated Typo Specimen by Roundy 1924 
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omarke. 	The. writer agrees with Houn4fs designation of 
this specimen as the type cp?cimen of . •percu. Hinds 's 
syntypes (19091 P1.  9) figs. 21 & 23)., are generically 
different, fig. 23 is 	no&ira eracuta and fig. 21 appears 
to be another Liggnogilm s but the specimen has been lost. 
Genus TU0H0N0DELIJ Branson & Mehl 1933 
omond. Branson & Mehl 1948 
Bilaterally symmetrical units consisting of a 'stout 
posteriorly curved cusp and three denticulate. bars, two 
lateral and one posterior. The aboral surface is deeply 
excavated. 
Trjchal1aa2. 
Plate Iv figs. 5 9 6. 
crintion 	The genus DrAgh!2Bg-dgjla is not represented 
in the John Smith Collection and only one fragmentary 
specimen has been found by the author. 
The cusp of this specimen is thick and almost 
square at the base becoming compressed and sharp-edged near 
the point. Each sido of the cusp has near the base a 
shallow rounded groove parallel with the cone axis. At the 
base of these grooves the broken stumps of the anterior arch 
are visible, The base of the cusp is extended posteriorly 
as a broad orally convex, aborally concave bar bearing one 
very/ 
[.7- 
very, 'bmall denticlo.' Thea boral concavity of the posterior 
bar grades into the wide deep oCutcheon. 
Occurrence Shales 4 ft. above Skateravi Middle Limestone, 
Dunbar, 
Fjgd. Specimen L J. C. Cohn.  
WOh2nodq_Ij& is similar to Hibbax'dU 
but differs in being gene-rally much stouter and In having 
a very large deep escutcheon. The large size and the depth 
of the escutcheon are the most diagnostic features of 
TrichgndUa. 
Family ?RIONIOI)INIDAE Ulrich & Eassler 1926 
Arched, bar-1ika or blade-like dental units; most 
forms with an apical cusp, or large denticle in the middle 
third of the bar. 
Genus DALRYELL. gen. nov. 
Arched and bowed dental bare or blade-like bars 
bearing a graduated series of more or less compressed 
discrete denticles the largest dentiole being in the poster-
ior third length. The cusp (the denticle below which the 
escutcheon/ 
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escutcheon is situated) is relatively a,mall and,is situated 
on the sharply inflexed anterior end of the bar. The  
escutcheon is small, situated anteriorly and ,e$tnded. poster-
iorly into a narrow aboral groove which runs the whole length 
of the bar. 
ympw From near the base of the Lower Limestone Group to 
the top of the Upper Limestone Group. 
Genotype DaMajj&  AMIpyaggg op. nov. 
______ 	This genus differs from kq&qhgdina and Pripalgaina  
in the position of the cusp and escutcheon. In these two 
genera the cusp is usually the largest dontiele and is 
situated in the median third, at the apex of the arch. A].so 
in 1rye4 the bar dnticlès are more widely spaced and 
larger, and small intercalated secondary dentieles are present 
in the anterior half of the bar. . !Uuella resomblee 
1etapncbodiia (Branson & Mehl) in general form but in the 
latter arching is usually less pronounced-and the escutcheon 
is situated beneath the penultimate denticle towards which 
the other denticles are inclined.  
PsveUa dal  zrens 	gen. ot sp. nov. 
Plate V 	figs. 1 9 2. 
1900 921Y thusconvos Hinds lRorg .NkSoc ..G]. vol. V 
[partij 	p. 342,Pi. 99 fig.7.. 
1928 Lon 	nvocs Holmes Proo, U. $.Nat.g. vol.LXXII 
(partinij 	p. 14, P1. 6 ) fig. 14. 
iaiosis 	Compressed oral bar arched and bowed bearing 
tall, broad based, compressed denticles widely spaced 
alternating with single aa11 denticles in the anterior third 
length; cusp small, anterior; escutcheon small, circular. 
Desorbtion 	The bar is moderately deep, compressed and 
aSyliIfletriCa1ly arched, the arching being more pronounced 
anteriorly. The bowing, most marked at the third and fourth 
denticlea, is convex inwards and the combination of arching 
and bowing produces an outward tilt of the oral surface in 
the posterior two-.thirds of the bar. The smell, sub-
circular cusp is situated on the anterior inflexion of the 
bar and curves inwards and upwards. The five denticles 
posterior to the cusp are progressively larger and more 
compressed and curved inwards, those at the top of the arch 
being much compressed and sharp-edged. The sixth denticlo 
is small. In the anterior half of the bar very small 
denticles alternate with the major dentic1e. The aboral 




throughout,- ­ . The escutcheon is small ; circular and deep 
and occupies the aboral surface of the 'anterior inflezion. 
A small flange runs along the outer itéral surco Js.t 
belov, mid height of the bard 	0 	 0 
O-Gew-ReM9 Upper. Lime stone, Dairy. 
Upper Limestone, iLonkcast1e Glen, K.1i4nning. 
Linn Limestone, Glencart, Dairy.. 
HoiAcLt'rP 	(Fig. i ) J. S. Cohn. H.L1.G.S., Edinburgki. 8.873 
twe (Fig. 2 ) J. S. CoUn. H.LG, S., Ednourgh. 
The bar of the paratype (fig. 2 ) is complete 
but for the anterior inflezion. The bolotype is broken 
posteriorly but since an entire unbroken specimen was lacking 
it was considered most representative of the species as it 
shows the anterior inflexion and the escutcheon. 
conv 	(Hine) 	0 
Plate V fig. 3 
1900 Po3s.nathua .ciivozus Hinda 	ans..LB.$oo.G1aa. vol.V 
	
[partin] 	P. 342, P1. 9, fig.. .6. 
1928 Zonchocxus c,onvexus Holmes Proc • U. S. Na. iQua. vol • LXXII 
[partim] 	p. 14, P1. , fig. 12. 
Diaznoei 	Compressed, arched and'gently boied bar with 
compressed, discrete sub-erect denticlee; .thalargeèt 
dentiele in the posterior quarter length. 'Aboral edge 
Descri,tionJ 
90. 
Tho bar±. thin, moeately deep, and is, 
surmounted by a 	 sub-erect dentiçles., 
slender. towards the anterior of the bar' but broader based 
posteriorly. The, dnticles are discrete but more closely 
set than in gysis. Anteriorly single small d.enticlee 
alternate with the major donticles. A aivaU flange rune 
along both inner and outer sidü of the bar at about mid. 
height and curves down to the oral, edge. at both ends. The 
anterior inflexion is broken off, but the specimen figured 
is considered to be otherwise complete. The abøz'al surface 
is sharp save for an extremely narrow median groove. 
currences Upper Limestone, Noratcantle Glen, Kiiwinn±ng. 
Liin Lirnestono, Glencart, Dairy, 
Iitno J. S. Colin. LLG,$., Edinburgh.. 5.872. 
P&L1!  	 nov. 
'iate V fig. 4 
PirnM 	Bar stout, bowed and arched, surmounted by 
slightly compressed denticles increasing in size posteriorly 
and alternating with very small single denticles. 
Desprjptjn 	The bar is arched and slightly convex inwards, 
almost as thick as deep anteriorly but deeper Posteriorly-and  
is tilted orally outwards. The inwardly curved denticle 
are,' 
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aro large.discrete 9 narrow based and very slightly 
prQEOd. Anteriorly they are almost ppendicular to the 
bar but posteriorly become more inclined. Mary email 
single denticles are intercalated betrieen the major dentiøle.s 
throughout the series. , A pronounced lateral flange is 
present at about mid height on both sides of the bar and 
curves down to meet the aboral surface at both extremities. 
The aboral surface is flat to rounded anteriorly but becomes 
sharper posteriorly and has an almost imperceptible median 
groove throughout. The anterior inflexion is broken off 
but the beginning of the flexure is Visible. 
OccgZrAncog Top of Upper I4mestone,  Auchenokeith, Dalrr. 
Lower Limestone, Law, Dairy. 
H212km J. S. Cohn. H..G.S., Edinburgh. LS.10936 . 
____ 	The bar in this species is stouter than in the 
genotype fl 	rirenj, and lees bowed and arched. 	Tho 
bowing, howVer, is in the same sense (convex Inwards). 
Anteriorly the denticles are almost roundin crossasseotion, 
but towards the posterior of the bar become slightly 
pressed. The outward tilting of the era]. edge of the bar 
and the curvature of the denticles is similar in both species 
but loss marked in D. jpbuata. 
MV 
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Plate V fig.5 
Remarks 	Fig. 5 shows a single specimen from the Upper 
Limestone at Monkcastle Glen. The specimen is referable 
to DalryeUa on the basis of arching and bowing of the bar 
and the size, attitude and spacing of the denticles. It 
differs from the other dalryellids figured in having no 
minor denticlea and in being rounded to flat on the aboral 
surface which is conspicuously broad below the largest 
donticle. 
Oceurrenq 	7 to 10 ft. above the base of the. Upper 
Limestone, ibnkcastle Glen, Kilwinning. 
Find. sDecirnan (the only specimen) J. S. Cohn. H. ,W. G. S. 
Edinburgh. R.S.10937. 
Plate V fig. 6 
Description 	The bar is short, compressed and arched, and 
bowing is almost absent. The anterior inflexion is extremely 
slight and appears like a small bump on the inner side of the 
anterior end of the bar. The cusp is slender, rounded and 
although broken appears to curve upwards. The other three 
denticles are compressed, curved and inclined posteriorly and 
larger than the cusp. Aboral.ly the bar is thin and flat and 
a median groove is present terminating in a small circular 
escutcheon! 
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escutcheon below the cusp, 
Occurrence Shales above 
1gd. SDeciznen 	L J. C 
Remarks 	The specimen 
of the bar and denticlea, 
spaced, more inclined and 
denticles are lacking. 
Skaterav; Middle Limestone, Dunbar. 
Cohn. 
resembles D. convexa in compression 
but the denticbes are more widely 
fewer, and small intercalated 
Genus W8TALONCHODINA Branson & Mehl 1941 
i½x'chod denticulate ,bars with one limb very short. 
The short limb bears one large dnticle followed ,occasionally 
by one or two small denticles: cusp apical. 
Plate VI fig. 1 
1900 Polvgnathus eonvezus Hinds Trane.LLSoo.Qlas.., vol.V ) 
Eparti1 	p. 342, P1. 9 1 Zig, 8. 
1928 Loncho4us cony Holmes Proc. vó1.LXXI, 
[partin]' 	 p. 14, P1. 6 1 fig. 13. 
Djarzpais 	La3.ochodina with anterior bar 	one 
large denticle; escutcheon large, moderately deep and with 
a prominent inner lip; denticles incurved. 
Dcrirtion 	The bar is sharply arched beneath the cusp, 
is, 
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iclong and: slender posteriorly but thick, short and pointed 
anteriorly. A large, broad-based, compreseed dentiole. 
occupies the anterior part of the bar which tapers to a 
somewhat blunted point. The cusp is sub-rounded near the 
base, but compressed and sharp-edged towards the point ,ad 
OUVO3 inwards. The five denticles posterior to, the cusp 
are discrete,. rounded, progressively smaller posteriorly, 
and curve upwards and inwards. From the anterior point to 
the apex the aboral surface broadens rapidly and is trans- 
versely flat. Thence to the first post-apical denticle it 
narrows very rapidly then tapers gradually to the posterior 
end and is more or less rounded. A median groove.extends 
to both extremities from the large fairly deep escutcheon. 
The aboral broadening of the bar at the apex is more marked 
on the inner side, 
Occurrence Upper Limestone, llonkcastle Glen, lalwinning. 
Fizd. $pe4jmen J. S.' CoUn. ILLG.S., Edinburgh- $0874 
Maoncpdjna CD. 
Plate VI fig. 2 
Remarks 	, letalonchodinas are uncommon in the strata 
investigated. A fevi fragmentary specimens were found in 




kipsoy ! s Band. 	The speinen figured is from. tkiO latter,, 
but is too. fraSmontary for specific idoñLatton, It 
shows. the foreehortened anterior bar. with one large denticlo, 
the cusp and two of the posterior denticlos.. The bar 
much, thickened apically, especially on the timer side, The 
escutcheon is oval, offset int'ards from the mid-line and 
elongated almost at right angles to the bar, 
Eip-d , gRjrgaea Skipsey's Iarine Band,-Motherwell. 	.J.0.. Cohn. 
Genus 0Zi.BK0DINA Bransor. & ehl 1933 
Thin, arched and frequently bowed, blade-like 
unite with laterally compressed dentieles and an apical 
cusp. The aboral edge is thin and has a small escutcheon 
below the cusp. 
pjarkodtna dubi, (Hinds) 
Plate VI fig. 3 
1879 	 _biu.s Hinds 	J. G.e., vol. XXV, p. 36 	P1. 16,, fig. 8. 
1900 Pa1yfl&t1WS dub iva Hinds 	 Sa ., vol • V, 
P- 341, P1 • 9 1 fig, 1. 
1928 Prioni2Lina (Po1'nmathus) Proc .J. Na'.. U. vol. LXXII, 
dubius. Holmes P. 19, P1 • 6, fig. 1. 
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zarkodin.w±th..a very deep, .gonpessed blade, 
arched and strongly bowed. 
Anteriorly, the: bar is thickest at the oral:. 
edgo,•.but poetriorly. the greatest thickness is near the_ 
aboral. edge.. The anterior 1inb of the arch is deeper and. 
bo'teç. than,.the. popterior. The cusp has a marke4 backward 
inclination, and at the base is. about three times as broad as 
the anterior .dentioies. 1 Anterior denticlec, four, are 
compressed, sharp-edged. and fused from the mid-height down-
wards. Those of the posterior bar, eight, are compressed 
and fused for about two-thirds of theirheight. Germ 
donticie. are visible, in the bar just posterior to the cusp. 
The aboral edge is sharp except below and behind the cusp 
where it is slightly flared to form a small, elongate, 
lachrymiform escutcheon. 
çcürren 	Lower Limestone, Birkhead, Dalry- 
Holotyp- 
 
J. S. Cohn. H.LG.$., Edinburgh. 	5.867. 
__ 	The bar of this species is unusually deep for 
Ozaxir 	It has some resemblancto pthoathodue 
aboxmis Branson & Mehl 1934b but is distinguished 'from that 
species by its broad-based apical cusp and greater curvature 
of the bar. 
970 
Qakodinp. 	
Plate VI figs. 4 5. 
Remarks 	A few very small fraentary øpeimens referable 
to either Ozarkodina or ggyan&g&jj were found at several 
stratigraphical levels from the Lover Limestone group up to 
Skipseyts Harine Band. On account of their very fragmentary 
nature none are dosribea. To somewhat larger fragments 
definitely referable to Ozarkodina are figured. Both 
specimens have both ends broken. They differ from 0, dubia 
in being lees deep and in having a larger escutcheon. The 
specimen in fig. 4 has Unequal denticlea more closely spaced 
than those of QLti.  The other specimen (fig. ) 
resembles 0. QgligglUja (Stauffer & Plummer) (Ellison 19 419 
P1. 20 ) fig. 47)  with which it may be óonspecifio. 




'Y. J. C. Colin. 
Genus SPAThOGNATHODUS Branson & Wehl 1933 
omcnd. Braieon & MehI 1941 
Compound blade-like units viith alatost straight 
aboral edge and straight or arched oral edge highest at or 
near the anterior end; base laterally expanded near the 
mid-length! 
FORM 
-mid-!length-to accommodate an escutcheon. The oral surface 
of the lateral oxpancion is usually smooth Wt 'occasionally 
denticulato. The anterior denticle is large and.taiose 
posterior to it constitute a decreasing series. 
Branson & LIIahl 
Plate VII figs. 1 2 2. 
1941 S 	-an&Q2d  2g 	 Branson Jourg-PaIaGoUt. j  vbl.15,  
&ie1i1 P. 9 ,Pl.19, figs .1..4. 
ARM=& 	The specimen figured agrees with the description 
of S. coimiutatua in everything except the number of denticlec. 
This specimen has 13 dentieles whereas Branson & ohl's 
species is stated to have from 16 to 20. However, since 
increase in the length of the blade and number of blade 
denticles is a function of growth this specimen is considered 
to be an immature form of S. ppmmutatu. 
Oncurr.o.nce Parting in Skateraw Middle Limestone Dunbar. 
SthQh iOae sp. nov. 
Plate VII fig. 3 
Thin, slightly bowod blade, tapering poster-. 
iorly bearing sub-erect closely spaced denticles fused almost 
to their tips. Largest ddnticle second in the series. 
Du.2r-I -PUga 	The blade is thin, gently bowed and very 
slightly arched and tapers posteriorly from a high rounded 
anterior/ 
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anterior end. The donticles are sub-erect but towards the 
posterior, end slightly inclined and form ,a gadiated series 
decreasing in height posteriorly. The largest denticle ia 
second in the series, about twice as broad., as the others but 
only slightly taller than those immediately behind it. In 
front of this large.. dontiolo is a small .dantiole occupying 
the anterior end of the blade and the edge of this denticle 
• produced into a thin anterior 1am4na. .,The aboral curfac 
is sharp in the anterior quarter of its length and has an 
ectrsrne1y narrow median groove which broadens posteriprly 
and in the median third is flared to form a shallow lanceolate 
escutcheon. . Posteriorly the aboral surface Is narrow and 
grooved medianly. 
Qcggrronce Sldpsey' s Liazine Band, MothereU. 
H. -0-10 	J. J, C. CoUn. 
This species closely resembles 	icul 
(Xoungciuiet & Miller 1949 2 p, 62, P1. 101, fig. 4) fr. 
the late Liissisippian of Iora. 	L. &pjgmjn§ is, however, 
more arched and has abor&Lly a flared. lip running from near 
the anterior and to the posterior, and its cusp is more 
prominent. This species is naaed in honourof Jz'. Ethel 
D. Currie who 1as contributed much to the palaeontology' of 
Skipsey's Zarine Band, 
100. 
§R "t POMOLup-  -m24ent 
	
5. flOV 
Plate VII figs. 4, 6. 
Dk4mosis 	Slender, bowed and slightly arched blade; 
large compressed cusp anteriorly penultimate; denticlee in 
middle third irregularly set, one on the inner side, several 
on the outer side, all rounded; posterior denticles com-
pressed and broad-based. 
Peagri-plign 	The blade is bowed and is slightly arched 
posteriorly with sub-vertical terminations. ThG anterior 
and posterior parts are thin, but the middle third is 
laterally thickened and bears on the inner side one small 
sub-rounded, erect dentiole. On the outer side of the 
thickened part are four similar denticles. The cusp is  
large, compressed and posteriorly inclined and has in front 
of it one small compressed denticle. Posterior to the 
thickened part of the bar is a series of compressed sh arp 
edged denticles all posteriorly inclined. A wide fairly 
deep, laohrymiforzn escutcheon occupies the middle third of 
the aboral surface and extends anteriorly and posteriorly 
into a narrow groove. 
Qourrerco Saales 6" below Bone Bed, Bilston Burn, 
Lljdlothian. 
i.ptyte 	V. j, C. Colin, 
Remarks 	This cpcies, in common with several Upper 
Devonian/ 
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Devonian and Uississippian species of Spathognathodus, (e.g. 
56.  ggs&AUgg) S. irreju1ar and 	etatu) has a marked 
thickening of the blade in the middle third with dentloles 
offset from the midline. It differs, however, from these 
and allied species in having no transverse ridges linking the 
offset dentioles to the crest of the blade. 
Sathnatiodus lowUfossatus s. 	
Plate VIlfig.  5 
1900  Polygnatbus $Qthzlus Hinde 	 y vol,V, 
[partinij 	p. 343, P1. 9, fig. 10. 
1928 PandorgdeU Lp scit4a Holmes PrQC.U.$JtJ., vo1.IXII, 
partim7 	p. 16, P1. 6 1 fig. 27. 
Dianosts 	Tail, short, pathonathodua with an acutely 
conical cusp and straight aboral edge, more than half of 
which is occupied by an elongate lachryrniforin escutcheon. 
Denticles posterior to CUSP equal in thickness. 
scriin The blade is thin and slightly bowed but in 
lateral view is aborally straight. The cusp is tall, much 
compressed and sharpedged 
except near the apex where 
becomes much less acute. 
compressed denticles fused 
in breadth but decreasing 
The/ 
anteriorly, and tapers gently 
the angle between its edges 
Behind the cusp stand eleven 
almost to their tips, all equal 
radua1ly in height posteriorly. 
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The. ateriormost of these is only alt ghtly shorter than the 
cusp. Tho aboa1 surface is straight. Below the cusp and 
in the posterior quarter-length it is narrow and grooved 
iedian1y..• This groove expands into an elongate lachi'y'ni form 
escutcheon occupying the remainder of the base. The oral 
surfaces o the flared edges of the escutcheon are smooth. 
02QUEre 	Upper Limestone, Linn £pout, Dairy. 
2" below Arden Limestone, Port Seton. 
Upper Limestone, Stacklaw Hill, Stewarton. 
J. S. Cohn, H.U.G. S., Edinburgh. 	8.876. 
This species closely rosemblep.S. cri6liala 
Youngquist & Miller (1949 9 P. 621 9 P1.., 47  figs. 13) but 
differs from it in having a straight aboral edge, a shorter 
escutcheon and a much thinner and less prominent cusp. 
Youngquist & Miller (1949) from exauination Of Smith's 
figure (1900 , P1. 9 ) fig. 10) considered , that this species 
was probably closely related to g. pell getisie # Smith's 
figure, however, exaggerates the length of the specimeti 
which is in fact much taller anteriorly than. 
and has a more central escutcheon. Both are straight 
aborahly. 
thciatbodus min? Ellison 
Plate VIIfig, 1 
1941 çthodus minutus Ellison J.Js1 
p.120 1 P1.20, figs.50-52. 
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Remarks 	The specimen illustrated, although broken, 
closely resembles S. .minutu (Ellison . 19419 pa, 120, P1. 20 1 
figs. 50-51).  The greatest similarity is in the pre-.cuspal 
denticlee which are diagnostic of Q, minutuø. At least two 
denticles are present on the lower anterior edge of the oucp 
of the specimen figured while S 6 ininutus has typically three 
such denticles. 
The occurrence of this specimen in shales above the 
Skateraw Middle Limestone is somewhat lower than the range 
given for 8. minutu, (Pennsylvanian) but Ellison remarks 
(p. 10) that "Spathodids" [pathognathodid] are rare in 
the Pennsylvanian. "Therefore, little is known of their 
Qccurrencg Shales 4 ft. above Skateraw L!lidd..o Limestone, 
Dunbar. 
FJjp, pimen W. J. C. Cohn. 
P~Ra&hogma-th2augg uaU.us op. nov. 
?latoV]2Iifigs. 2, 3 
Dianoais 	Deep bladed very slender S athonatbod.us with 
no prominent cusp and denticlos equal in height almost to 
the posterior end: escutcheon in the middle third of the 
DecritiQn 	The blade is deep, very slender, aborally 
almost/ 
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a1mot1 straight but tends to curve do'inrards posteriorly. 
It bears 'about 15 compressed dentieles fused almost to. their. 
tips, almost. erect in 'the anterior half but progressively more 
inclined posteriorly. The denticlea are equal in height to 
the posterior quarter whore the crest 'line descends rapidly 
to meet the Short vertical posterior end of' the blade. The 
anterior end of the blade is vertical. No donticle is 
markedly larger than the others but the second of the series 
tends to be a little broader. The aboral surface is narrow, 
almost sharp anteriorly and has a median groove which in the 
middle third of the length is expanded into a moderately deep 
elongate escutcheon. The flared lips of the escutcheon are 
orally smooth. 
Quen. Shale 211  above Skateraw Middle Limestone, Dunbar. 
Syutypes 	W. J. C. Colin. 
emark 	' The depression about the middle of the crest 
line of the specimen in fig-2 is not a diagnostic feature. 
Examination in transmitted light shows evidence of breakage 
and rejuvenation with suppression of one dentile. This 
species appears similar to S. ,peUaonsis Youugquist & Miller 




Plate VIII fig. 4, 
1900 	 Hindo Trana. N.B, Soc. GLpI3., vol. V, 
[parti. 	p 343, P1.9, figs 4 9 & 11. 
1928 PnderodeUa scitula Holmes Proe.U.SJat.Ls., vol.LXXII, 
[partizJ 	p.16, P1.6 9 figs. 26 & 28. 
Dlagnoajs  $RathOSRathodUR with a stout, arched and bowed 
blade; prominent broad-based cusp; about nine denticles; 
escutcheon asymmetrical, forming a tongue-like projection on 
the outer side. 
Pescription 	The blade is fairly short, stout, strongly 
arched and gently bowed and bears eight or nine sub-erect to 
posteriorly inclined dentiolos, fairly stout and fused almost 
to their tips. In front of these stands a strong anteriorly 
compressed sharp..âdged cusp the anterior edge of which make 
an angle of about 450  with the aboral edge. The aboral 
edge is narrow and grooved below the cusp. Immediately, 
behind the cusp it flares out into a large asynrnietrical 
escutcheon the inner border of which forms a long smooth 
curve • The outer side extends into a large tongue-like. 
process, at right angles to the blade, occupying about two-
thirds of the length of the inner side of the escutcheon. 
Posterior to this tongue the escutcheon tapers gradually and 
merges with the fairly narrow, slightly concave posterior 
aboral/ 
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aboral surface. The oral surfaces of the escutcheon lips 
are smooth.. 
Opcurrence. Upper Limestone, Glenoart, Dalry.  
Upper Limestone, äon1castle Glen,. Kilwinning. 
Shale 1! above Index Limestone, Port Seton. 
Shale 6' above Skateraw 1&tdd1e L.imeStone, 
Dunbar. 
Svnt3rp 	J. S.. CoUn.. H, Li. G S. Edinburgh. $.875 S. 	
Genus SUBBRYANTODUS Branson & Mehl 1934 
SubbyantopniOreaU sp. nov.. 
Plate VIII fig. 5. 
_____ • Long, moderately thick, closely denticulate,  
bar arched and boiired and aborally excavate: cusp situated 
about the mid-length. 
The bar is long, slightly bowed, arched 
anteriorly but in profile is almost straight posteriorly,  
where it is orally thickened. The posterior part is also 
slightly twisted tà that the posterior dentioles are inclined 
orally inwards.. The anterior part of the bar is triangular 
in cross section, the apex of the triangle being directed 
orally. The cusp is compressed, sharp-edged and inclined 
posteriorly as are all the dentiolos. The denticles are 
sub-rounded, closely set and fused at their bases. AboraUy 
IMA 
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a long lanceolate escutcheon occupies the ihoie surface. 
Anteriorly, the bar is broken. 
The specimen is presumed to be only- slightly longer 
anteriorly than posteriorly as is. normally the case in this 
genus and the allied 	antodue from which Subbrantodus is 
differentiated iathly on-the bt asis of thia much larger 
escutcheon of the latter and the marked lateral thickening 
of the former. 
Occurrences Upper Latone,G1oncart, Dairy. 
Shales 3' below North Greens Limestone, 
Bilton burn, Midlothian.'  
Shales above Skaterav: kddle Limestone, Dunbar. 
Halotyic J. S. CoUn. H.kLG.S., Edinburgh, R.S.10938. 
Family . GNATHODONTIDAE Branson & Hahl 1944 
Elongated platform or trough-like dental unite 
with an anterior blade and broadly excavated aboz'al surface. 
Genus CAVUSGNATHUS Harris & Hollingsworth 1933 
Stout, elongated p1tform units with a median 
trench and anteriorly a very short high blade continuous with 
the outor parapet of the trench.: 
108. 
çvuth±nf. s. nov. 	 S 
Plate VIII figs. 6, 7. 
Djax4oaLs 	Cavuegnathus urved inwards anteriorly at the 
poteriorcdgeof the blade; blade very short and attached 
to inner anterior side of the larget denticle. 
perition 	The platform is .tout, broad and high and has 
a cub-central trench throughout, deep anteriorly and 
bifurcated at the posterior end. Both the outer and inner 
parapets are ornamented with transverse ridges w1ich tend to 
become lines of nodes in the middle third-length of the inner 
parapet. Opposite the blade the inner parapet tends to 
become smooth. The trench is smooth and is. broadest and 
deepest just behind the large posterior dontiolo of the blade. 
The blade is very short and high and forma an anterior 
extension of the outer parapet. It comprises five denticles 
the largest of which is posterior and in. line ruth the outer 
parapet. The remaining four are coz!tprossod., fused and 
laterally inset so as to lie in line with the inner side of 
the posterior denticlo. In profile the anterior end of the 
blade is rounded and protrudes only slightly beyond the inner 
parapet. 
In lateral view the platform is gently arched 
orally but is almost straight aborally. The blade is of 
uniform/ 
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uniform height except fóv the large broad-based poGt3rior.  
donticlo. The platform sides converge, towardS, the abora1 
surface in the anterior and p crier thirds of the specimen 
to form anteriorly a sharp edge and posteriorly a narrow, 
grooved edge. This groove expands in the middle .third to 
form a shallow sub-aynmLetrioal lac&'ymiform escutcheon. The 
escutcheon is slightly more expanded on the inner cido. 
Occuxrences Lower Limestone, Law, Dalx'y. 
Posidonia Band below Top Hoie Limestone, 
Kilsyth. 
HolgkMe J. S. CoUn, H.LLG.S., Edinburgh LS. 10939. 
ReM=G 	This species resembles C. unirnis Youngquist & 
Lillor but in C. infleag the median trench is shallower, the 
blade shorter and the large posterior dentiole more prominent. 
In C. unicornia the blade is not inset with,respect to the 
large donticle. 
Plate ix figs.  
Vol,X.  V 
p. 342 2  P1. 9, fig. 5. 
1928 Rgj=a&jiug nal"Ja Holmespc.tT.$.Nat.us., vol.LQII, 
p. 18, P1, 7, fig, 14. 
flicznosie 	Slightly arched and bowed vusrrih: median 
trench very , shallow posteriorly, deep anteriorly; blade 
slightly! 
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slightly offset from outer, parapet; blade denticles 
graduatad. 
The 'platform is long, fairly ainder 'and 
has a'median trench which is very shallow in the posterior 
half-length' bUt deep 'anteriorly. The ornamentation conLitste 
of transverse ridges on each parapet most of which. extend 
.aliost to the median .  trench. Opposite the blade the inner 
parapet is nodose. The blade is stout, fairly short and 
consists of seven or eight broad-based compressed. denticlee 
fused for three-quarters of .their height. The largest 
denticlo is posterior and the others grade down arda 
anteriorly. The posterior end of the blade is offset out-
wards from the parapet and its, anterior edge meets the 
aboral surface almost at 90 0 	The aboral surface iis sharp 
anteriorly but the posterior two-thirds are expanded into a 
fairly shallow sub-symmetricl escutcheon anteriorly rounded 
and posteriorly pointed. The inner side of the escutcheon 
is the more expanded and extends laterally beyond the margin 
of the inner parapet. 
Lower Limestone,, Ponniel Water Douglas. 
Hawthorn Limestone, Glenbuck, Muirkirk. 
IIo1otm 	J. S. CoUn. H.!!i.G.S., )dinburgh. 	S.871. 
Remarks 	Smith's (1900)  badly drawn fguro of, this 
specimen, 
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pocion (P1. 9, fig.'  5).. induced Young4ui & Hiller. (1949) 
to sugjest that this specimen might be . zeferable to 
ap1' 	which occurs in older strata than does 
Qsathua. This species is differentiated from 
cJflxa by. its shallower trench, longer offset blade 
and by the graduated blade denticles. 
The offsetting of the blade is more marked in th 
holotype than in most specimens, but iii all there is a 
noticeable outward bulge of the lateral surface at the base 
of the posterior blade denticle. 
Genus GTIIQDU$ 	Pander 1856 
Gnt1ioe csrinptu8 ep. nov. 
Plate IX figs. 2, 4,& 6. 
DJUM!24ja 	Compound units consisting of a long blade and 
a short narrow asymmetrical platform with a high denticulate 
carina. 
poga-bum 	The blade is long, slender, deep and slightly 
bowed and is surnounted by sub-.equal, compressed denticlec 
fused almost to their tips. It continues posteriorly across 
and beyond the platform as a prominent, denticulate carina. 
The! 
Note 1. A commentary on this genus is appended below. 
(PP. 118-123 ) 
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The platform is narrow and asymmetrical. Orally, it has 
a greater lateral.. epoiicion on the inner side, vihich is 
parapet-like and bears about seven nodes .t.ending. to,become 
in most specimens transverse ridges. Posteriorly it msrgea 
with the carina near the posterior end of the latter. The 
outer side of the platform is a low, narrow nodose ridge 
the outer vail of which is produced into a laterally 
xctod, flared lip. In profile the p1atfom is gently 
arched and the aboral edge of the blade slightly, convex 
downwards. The aboral edge of. the blade is narrow and. 
hai a median groove which below the platform expands into 
a broad moderately deep asymmetrical escutcheon. 
0-geurreacep Loner Limestone, Birkhead, 
Shales above Bone Bed Limestone, Bilaton Burn s ' 
1iothi an. 
Band below Top Hosic Limestone, 
Kilyt&i 
Shales above S1ateraw Lidd1e Limestone, Dunbar. 
Holotixi (figs. 2 9 6) J. S. Cohn. H.LG.S. Edinburgh. 
LS.10940. 
(fig. 4) 	. J. C. CoUn. 
kzvist diagnostic features of.this species 
are the very high carina, the very narrow platform and the 
marked inequality of the nodose oral surface on each side 
of the carina. 
113. 
nthodus clavat 	5g.; nov 
Plate X figs. 19 39 & 5 
Compound units with a long, slightly bood 
blade, a fairly narrow sub-'syinetrica1 platform and a fairly 
prominent carina, 
,ption The blade is long, fairly stout and bowed 
and increases in height anteriorly. It continues across 
the platform as a strong moderately high denticulate or 
nodose earina. The sidos of the platform are sub-equal, 
cronulate or ribbed and merge with the carina at or near its 
posterior end. The inner wall of the platform is vertical 
while the outer is orally vertical but aboraUy flared. In 
profile the platform is arched and the blade straight aboraUy. 
The anterior end of the blade is vertical. The aboral edge 
of the blade is narrow and grooved and that of the platform 
occupied by a large asymmetrical escutcheon much expanded on 
the niter eid.. 
Qcurrence Lower Limestone, Law and Bizthead, Dairy. ,  
Upper Limestone, Stacilati Hill, Stewarton. 
(Author's coiln.) A. 22. 9 23, 3'42 9  C. 3 
Da. 1 1 Db 1 9 4, 2.1 2 2 9 47, 92 F
. , 7. 
pji 	J. S. CoUn. H.L.G.S., Edinburgh. 	i1$.10941. 
Although poorly represented in the John Smith 
Collection this species has been found by the author in 
almost every productive sample collected from the 
Carboniferous/ 
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Carboniferous Limestone up to the Arden Limestone. 
This species closely resembles. cip roii Gunnell 
1931 but has a shorter narrower platform and the blade is 
higher anteriorly. G. roundYi occurs in i1iddle Pennsylvan-
ian strata. 
uatho&s cruciformis ep • nov. 
Plate X figs. 2 1 4 1 & 6. 
Dianoeis 	Compound unit with a short bowed blade, a 
sub-rectangular platform and an extremely large cube. 
circular escutcheon. 
Deiription 	The blade. is short, fairly thin, deep and 
slightly bowed. The bowing continues into the carina whih 
extends to the posterior of the platform as a stout nodose 
ridge. The blade denticles are compressed at the anterior 
end but become progressively more rounded and node-like 
posteriorly. The platform is approximately rectangular, 
one diagonal being occupied by the carina. At each end 
of the other diagonal stands a large node, the nodes being 
joined to the carina by a transverse ridge which is more 
prominent on the inner half of the platform. Basally the 
platform walls are flared to form aboraily a large sub.. 
circular escutcheon. The aboral edge of the blade is 
grooved,/ 
ll, 
grooved, the groove. extending. across the escutcheón. as a 
shallow trench. A transverse depression occurs in the 
escutcheon bG1QI the nodes and their connecting ridge. 
___ 	Upper Limestone, Gloncért, Dalry. 
•J. S. Cohn., H.M.G.8. 9 Edinburgh. L$.10942. 
Remaric 	The specimen figured is of the typo considered 
by ranson. & Hehl to represent a primitive stage in the 
development of Gnathodus. it resembles spathognathodide 
such as 0- 2 go-mutg&u_1 Branson Mehl in which the escutcheon 
is iosterior and the blade is without a conspicuous anterior 
denticle. Its occurrence so high in the succession pro.. 
eludes its being ancestral to gnathodidc with a greater 
platform developRent but the supposition that 
developed £gm early forms of 8athornathodtA via forms such 
as G. cruciformis seems reasonable* 
GnatKodua smithi .sp. nov. 
Plate XI rigs. 1, 31 5.& 70 
1900 olyataius (niodu) 	 .82c. 	vol V, 
mgsoni 	Hinde p.432, P1.9, s. 2, 3 & 4. 
1928 Gnth26us moeuonsia Holmes Pr2O_-Rq-S,&&-g,51g4,  vol. LXXII, 
p.11, P1.79 figs.2, 3 & 4. 
___ 	nathodus vith a very asymmetrical platform 
greatly enlarged on the outer side into a low nodose lobe. 
1160 
ciptii 	'Tha blade. is riQderately long, deep and bowed, 
and continues across and beyond  the platform as a stout 
• transverselyribbed carina. The blade derticls are large,,  
.,compressed and fused and highest..towards the anterior of the 
blade. - , . The platform is, Qn,, the inner' side, high narrow and 
• parapet-like and bears transverse ribs, while on the outer 
side it is shorter,. low and distended into an almost semi-
circular lobe ornamented with nodes. These nodes may be 
irregular but usually tend to have a concentric arrangement. 
• A trench separates the inner parapet from, the osrina and 
continues dowri the anterior edge of the platform, separating 
—it-from  the . blade 	The inner parapet wall is. essentially 
• vertical.. . In profile the platform Is arched and, the blade 
aborafly. straight. ...AboraUy the , bla4e Is narrow and grooved, 
• the groove widening and. deepening posteriorly and continuing 
across tho escutcheon as 'a trench. The escutcheon occupies 
the Whole aboral surface of the platform and the posterior 
extension of the carina and is deepest anteriorly. The' 
outer part varies from rounded to sub.reotangular n outline, 
while the inner margin—extends a littloway,at-right,angles 
to the blade then continues posteriorly as an uridulose line. 
QQurrencea/ 	, 	, , 
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QQurrences Upper Limestone,, Gincar,. .Da1Z7. 
Upper Limestone, Linn Spout Quarry, Dairy. 
Upper Limestone, onkeastle Glen, Kilcinning. 
Castleosry Limestone and shales Joppasnd 
Bi3ston Burn. 
9912r (figs. 1, 3, 5) J. S. CoUn..HJ.G.S., Edinburgh. 
3.870. 
9enar1a 	Included in this species are a number of forms 
closely similar in configuratior but differing in the oral 
ornamentation of the outer aide of the platfon. This 
ornamentation ranges from irregular nodes through more or 
less arcuate lines of nodes almost to arcuate ridges. There 
is some variation too in the inner wail of the platform. In 
moat forms it is essentially vertical and straight to slightly 
waved while in some it is inclined and markedly wavedp all 
gradations between these two being present. There appears 
to be no correlation between variation in ornament and 
variation in platform wall and since the known range of this 
species Is extremely short it is considered inadvisable to 
differentiate other species or eub.apecies on the bas of 
these two characters. The extreme of wall undulation is 
illustrated by the specimen in fig. 7. A close similarity 
exists between Q. smithi and Go P_Q LUL1_qMo Branson &Mehl, 
but the latter has a more rectangular outer lobe bearing, a 
definite line of nodes close to the carina; features not 
present! 
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present in GO jmitj.Cat J.ira 	Youngquist & Ziller 
differs. Aoxkl this. species in having a platform with a 
narrower nodose inner side. CL mogmanda Paidor haS a 
narrower, less asymmetrical platform. 
The genus GNATHODIJS has been variously interpreted. 
Pander's description (186 9 p. 33) reads: 
"In the marls of the lowest strata of the - .  
Iountain Limestone in the Tula and the higher Lloseow 
Governments woU-preerved, jarJ-.like fossils occur, 
vhib, by their form and the configuration of their 
base are distinguished from those so far described 
but which are closely joined to them by their miro-
scopic stru4ture.  On a high thin plate, consisting 
of double walls, small dontieles arise in one row and 
give it the appearance of being bordered with a 
denticulate margin. Below at one side [n4J these 
plates diverge strongly and form a cavity while at 
the opposite [ndJ they still reman,close together. 
This cavity, which represents the pulp cavity is 
extended laterally [lengthwiseJ 	Tab. 2a, fig. lOb 
and provides for each denticle, as would be expected, 
an ascending continuation. fl 
Pander figures Wo lateral and an aborl view 
.(Tab. 2a, figs. 10 9 lOa, lob). Fig. lOc is an enlargement 
In Smith's paper (1900)  Hinds doscribod Soottich 
1 21 1 11115 1  pi 	0 
Hinds! 
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HindG 1879 1 4 genus orectd to receive. .a hoterogeeous group 
of diverce eoiodonts Zpund 	iose),y orowed.togetiez in a- 
siiall patch.' of tho Conodont Bod in the 	neee 	a1e;. Hindo 
considering them, to be ,the rOIflS.iXls Of one 5fXfl1. 
Bryant (1921) considered that the. genue o].ynathus 
should be restricted to include only tuberculated and rugoso , 
plates similar to those discovered in the type 8pocilnen as he 
considered Hindos epe6imen included several genera. He 
di.scuseed (pp. 22-23) the affinities of Gnat4h09 and 
described ,a new ppociesp.comnentirZ3  
"This genus, transitional betveon the, narrow- 
based pectinate forms .like .odue.and. the bro4-
based tuberculated tritorial plates. of P21z=thu' 
has highertg been knom by a aob.tary species deacribod 
b Pander from the parl in the vicinity of 2oecow. It 
illustrates the proessivo adaption of the basal 
portion of the plate into a grinding tritor. In 
qlnathus this transformation is complete the 
pectinate ridge either dioappcaring or boin confined 
to a crest projecting beyond the tritor. 
"A form very, close to Gnathodus moaouen,sj 
occurs in the Conodont bed and I propose to uam 
this Species, the first to be discovered in this 
country cnathodu ameripsv. 
• 	
"For about one half of its length the base 
expands and curls upward like a withered leaf. Its' 
upper surface bears a number of prominent tubez'cules. 
Surmounting the base is a long thin ridge of flat 
coalesced teeth unequal in height. The cavity' 
beneath the base is centrally located, of the usual 




Bryant's figure. (Plate VII, rig.. 5) ,.a.latl. 
view.,: does not show the ab9ral surface Yjhich is the moot 
diagnostic feature in distinguihing• the, gnathodjds from 
polyguathi4, The up curled edges of the platform "like 
a withered , 1oaft and the lozenge shape of the , ecutchon 
indicate closer affinity, to Pg1yathiw than to intbodu. 
Ulrich & Bassl.or (1926) failed to'forlmlate a 
satisfactory definition of Gathnduealthoi .Rowdy (1926) 
found that the genus vas abundant in the Barnott shale 
(Lilesissippian of Tea$) and described a new species 
G. texanu and.a variety. bicpiduø (p. 12 1 , P1. II figs. 
7a-8b and 9a, 9b respcctivqly),. He stated that (p.. 12): 
GuathoduA seems to be essentially a .Caiboniferou.s genu•". 
Holmes (1928, p. 37) referred Hinds's .Po1yathup 
dubiu'(.1879, p. 363, P1. 16, fig. 15) to.ntu but 
Branson & Mehl ('1933b, p. 153) consider the opec.izien to be 
a 	thon&t1odus. 
Schmidt (193 4) extended QnathodNg to include bar 
and blade forms found in natural assemblage ih platform 
types vihich he considered, were eiii1ar to 
oi the figures Schmidt's spociiens, appear to be ,. .flon-caruato 
and suWest reference to 	 or 
Rhodes! 
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odes (1952, p .887) re'aCheri the same-conelusion. 
• .• 	Brson & Emahl. (19389 p l) qutePr'i 
description and give a r'vised description: 
• 	 . ftJy pioces consisting of a thin, stráght or 
slightly curved spathoduc.1ike [spathognathodus-lik 
blade which at the posterior end is expanded. into 'a 
more or loss hemispherical, thin-walled cup, openixg 
• 
	
	aborafly; the blade -extending across the al 'surface 
of the cup as a low nodose or denticulate carina that. 
• 	terminatec on the cup or a short 'distance behind it
r'o
;'. 
oral edge of blade sharply crenulatethrough, the gith 
of laterally compressed, partly fused denticles;" 'oral 
surface of cup ornamented by nodes that tend to align 
themselves into ridges 'which typically radiate from 
the cu.' 	. 
They remark that: 	. 	. 
ttAlthougb the tendency toward radial ortiamenta-. 
tion is not evident in all the gnathodids tius character 
and the nearly equal croos diameters of the cup seem to 
be the most trustnor thy raenc of separating the group 
from the lose typical s rcptognatho&dm which they 
resemble and some of the highly modified spothodid 
[spathognathodidc) 	hyo. posteriorly placed,'' 
expanded navels and accessory donticles on the expan-
sion at one aide of the bladel.s . 
They describe (p. 145) and figure two species . 	xu 
(?l, 34 1 fig. 24) and G. del tus (P1. 34 1  figs. 25, 260 2,7). 
Ellison, (19411 P. 127) stated that 	du 
differs from 	q jMjeAjo&g in having a carina usually 
prominent along the whole length of the, platform and in. 
having no accessory lobes on the p1atfo4. ,In addition 
the ornamentation of GnathoduB may become radial and at 
the/ 
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the, swao time Q6, h platform becomes su*,circular, in outline. 
a long diccuseion.of Qualho04R . Youngquist & 
Dorn (1949.,  pp. 163.5) refer to this genuG spocimans which 
cannot be accommodated within the limits .of Idi2a2&thodu s  
and Streptoff tQdU and interpret. gnalgfta ae havi.ng the 
blade continued across the platform as a nodose or eolid 
ridge to the posterior end and in Ba3Q  Ca6e5 ; postcrioz1y 
beyond the platform proper. Aborally the platform is 
broadly excavated and is asyuetrical one side being much 
extended latra1ly. They consider an oral view is usually 
essential to differentiate 	 totkQdu and 
12 
Pander's definition and figures are inadequate 
by the omission from both, of the oral surface pf the 
platform and this has led to subsequent confusion in the 
interpretation of the genus. 
Pander's description is wide enough to include 
giat2iadus and 	ahocIus but reference to hi 
figures (Tab. 2a, figs. 10 and lOa), which show a cartna 
higher than the platform edge q indicates that these are 
distinct genera since Idiogthg 	has no carina and the 
carina of StEgpjgM&kh 	situated in the oral trench, 
is! 
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is not visible in lateral view. 
Tho examination of over 230 specimens, all of 
which are too prominently oarinate to be referred to 
leads the author to agree with the inter-
preation of Qnthodus given by Youngquiet & Downs. 
Genus ,DIOGNAThODUS Gunnell 1,931 
ore or less bilaterally symmetrical-dental units 
with a transversely ribbed platform and an anterior blade 
traceable on to the platform as a suppressed cariva. 
Lateral, nodose, accessory lobes common at the anterior 
and of the platfom 
sp. nov. Plato XI figs. ?, •, 6 
ianoU 	Idinathous with one accessory lobe on the 
outer side and two on the inner side; platform arched; 
blade short and deep. 
The platform is long, arched and transversely 
ribbed. Anteriorly its ribbed surface narrows and becomes 
ouleate on each side of the posterior continuation of the 
blade. At this point accessory lobes are developed, that 
on, 
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on the outer side bearing. four nodes, while on the inner 
aide one has five nodes and the other, one,. The blade is 
short, highest anteriorly, and aborally straight and. the 
platformside-walls are concave. Aboraily the. blade is.: 
narrow' and. grooved and the platform is broadly excavated 
to form a large more or less symmetrical escutcheon. 
Occurrence Skipsey's Marine Band, Craigmark and Motherwell. 
Holotv 	W. J. C. Co].ln. 	 . . 
Rearke This species resembles. &3MiLiggs Stauffer., 
& Plummer but is more slender and symmetrical and has fewer 
and siaaller accessory lobes. 
Idionahodus iaificus 'è' Stauffer & Plummer 
Plate XII fig. l. 
1932  inthodusificus Stauffer. & Univ.Texas B  ull' ) 3201, 
• 	 Plummer 	p.46, P1,4, figs. 8 1  
18, 20. 
______ 	A single fragmentary specimen from Skipsey' s.. 
ffaxine Band, Craiginark differing from L linuiformis in 
breadth, ribbing and the greater development of anterior 
accessory lobes on the platform and resembling I. ,mgnifieu. 
I41ognatb249ssn. 
Plate XII figs. 2., 3. 
Remarks 	Two fragmentary specimens referable to 
Idipnathpdup/ 
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Id1oath2d were found in. the shales of. No.. 4, Marine 
Ironstone at Joppa.. The specimen in fig.. 2, has. a long, 
slender platform typical of early Pennsylvanian speeio. 
That in fig. 3 shows marked thickening of all structures 
and the transverse rugosities of the platform appear to be 
almost worn away. Thickening and wear together suggest 
senility of the specimen,. 
Genus POLYGNATHODELI4A Harl.ton 1933 
Compound units with an elongate platform, orally 
flat or trenched, transversely ribbed and with a blade 
extending anteriorly from the outer side of the platform: 




Plate XII figs. 4, 6., 
iagnos. 	zolygnathocaeljas with an extrene1y narrow 
platform trenched throughout the length: blade shorter 
than the platform, straight and uniform in height. . 
Priition 	'he platform is strongly arched anteriorly 
is long, slender and high and has a median trench moderately 
deep anteriorly but shal.lowing posteriorly. The parapeta 
bear transverse ridges throughout and the outer parapet is 
extended/. 
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ctended: anteriorly as a fairly short, thin,. deticulate 
bIad. The - blade is of unit'om height and is aboraUy, 
straight. The inner piatforni wall is slightly concave. 
while the outer wall is vertical except near. the base where 
it is widely flared.. The aboral edge of. the blade bears a 
median groove confluent with the large asymmetrical 
escutcheon which occupies the whole aboral surface of the 
platform. 
9ince8 Sipseyts I1arino Band, Craiiuerk, iotherweU, 
Burnfoot and Palacecraig. 
W. J. C. CoUn. 
1nathoe_1la si. 
 
Plate XII . fig. 
Plate XIII fig. 1. 
jnar2 	Uot of The specimens of poyjM&Q2kejlQ obtained 
from Skipsey' s Marine Band were. P. tenudi. Tio fragmentary 
specimens with much broader less deeply trenched platfe 
were recovered. The specimen in fig. 5 reseb1os R. ossata 
Branson & Uehl but differs in having a concavity towards the 
anterior end of the inner side of the platform. The other 
specimen is relatively longer, straighter and more slender. 
Ocøurronco 	Skipeey'e IIarine Band, 
Craigark (fig. 5) and Burnfoot (fig. 
Genus STREPTOGNATHODIJS/ 
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Genus STMPTOGILOHODUS Stauffer & Plummer 1932 
Bilaterally symmetrical compound dental units with 
an elongate platform medianly trenched. Part or the whole 
of the length of the trench is occupied by acarina which 
continues posteriorly from the blade, 
trentogn&thodus miniQ sp. nov. 
Plate XIII figs. 29 
'' :' 
Very small §!KO_12tQQA:~hO5LuQ with a high slender 
platform; trench shallovs, carinate throughout. 
DQsiton 	The gently arched platform is symmetrical, 
very slender and has feebly nodose parapets separated by 
sulci from,  a low, slightly sinuous carla which runs the 
whole length of the platform. The blade is short, almost 
uniform in height, and aborally straight. The side walls 
of the platform are vertical except at the base phere they 
are slightly flared. Aborally the blade is groovea,the 
groove expanding into a long, elongate escutcheon occupying 
the underoide of the platform and the posterior end of the 
blade . 
QggmgEenpag • Shales of Marine Ironstone 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
Millstone Grit, Joppa, Midlothian. 
HolotyDe 	L J. C. Cohn. 
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Thi3 specie& 	 J10MId . . 
Youngquiet •& Dovrns in oral aspect but differs In having loss 
arching ) deeper p1atorzn vafls and a uore . uniform biado. 
S dol:L 	t c a,ulus Youngquist .& Eeeen haa rather broader 
posterior terination and a higher blade •• 
aPt 	 leus 	
Plate XIII figs. 3, 5. 
Pianot 	etgnathpdis with a high, slender parallel 
sided platform earinate in the anterior half. 
DOG riDtion 	The platform is high, gently arched and 
slender and has parapets parallel to near the posterior end 
where they converge rapidly. The median groove is occupied 
by a low earina which eztendo about half the length of the 
platform and then bones outwards to merge tvith the outer 
parapet. The blade is slightly longer than the platform s 
of uniform height and aborally straight. The platform 
walls are vertical but towards the base flare out to accommo- 
date on the aboral surface a large, elongate, bisymetrical 
escutcheon. Anteriorly the escutcheon merges into the 
aboral groove of the blade. 
Shales in 'Marina Ironstones 1 1 2 , 3 and 4 1  
iillstone Grit, Joppa, idlothian. 
potrneJ 
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J. .J.. C. :Co11r 	. 	 .• 	.. 
Thi& Opecies has, a:ftlnities 	. 
Youxigquist and Iizan but differs from that pci 
lacking. a'row of node between the carina' ñd 'the 'outer 
parapet. 	. . 	. 	 . 
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XI $COLEQODONT 
The literature of conodonte contains many examples 
of confusion between conodonts and seolocodonta. There is 
a broad similarity of form between the two groups but they 
differ markedly in detail of form, in colour and incomposi-
tion. Scolecodonta are hollow, silico-chitinous, highly 
lustrous, opaque, black or very occasionally dark brown, 
frequently took-like and, except for the apices of denticles, 
have smooth curving outlines. They occur most frequently in 
shales., but are also found in sandstone, and sporadically in 
limestones. They are very similar to the jaws of recent 
polychactos, having changed only slightly since Silurian 
times, and so are of little value stratigraphically. Eller 
(1942b) is of the opinion that they are ecologically 
significant, their most abundant occurrence in shales 
paralleling the favoured habitat of present day polychaetes. 
A few forms obtained from the base of the Lower 
Limestone Group are figured for comparison with conodonts. 
H1storr 
The major contributions on scolecodnto are those 
of' 
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of Hinde (1879a and 1882), Eller (1934 a & b, 1938 and  1942a) 
and Stauffer (1933 and  1939). According to Eller (1934a) 
the first znovrn paper is that of Grinnell (1877, Amer. Jour. 
Sc., 3rd series ) vol. 14). 	Iinde (1882) ,attributes the 
first diagnosis of these fosile as. annelid. jas to Angelin, 
quoting a letter dated June 19th, 1864, from Prof. Angelin 
to Prof. Lindstrom at Stcokholm. However, this diagnosis 
was not published. 
Figured descriptions of scolecodonts are tow and 
only four specimens from the Scottish Carboniferous have 
been described. (Hinde 1879a). Most of the specimens  
described, in the literature are from Devonian and earlier 
formations, and little appears to be known of the post-
Devonian occurrence of soolecodonts, 
Clase CEAETOPODA 
Sub Class POLYCHPETA 
Genus ABABELLIS Hinds 1879 
132. 
Arab-01-11-toO ,.  scpticu Hinde  
Plate XV fig. 
1879a 	el 	eoticu Hinde ,' J 	vol. 3, 
P; 36 1 p1.'20, fig 24.• 
DiDtiOn 	The javi is sickle-shaped, enterio1y iOündd 
and posteriorly tuncat.'' The upper edge bears ine 
posteriorly inclined donticles set at about 70 0  to tho main 
plane o'f the unit the anterior dentio1 being larger than 
the others' The' edge opposite to that bearing the 
denticlee is extended in the anterior half into a long 
backward curving spur which has a slight concavity on its 
anterior margin,' The whole unit is slightly concave 
inwarde (orally) and the corntex outer surface has a large 
depressed iioc1e scar at the junction of the dentiCul&te 
bar and the posteriorly directed øpur.' A smaller 
depression is visible at the base of the first donticle. 
QcjurrenQe Shales below let Abden Limestonei i1nghorn, 
Fife. 
ArabsUites ap.. 
Plate XV fig. 2.' 
Description 	The jaw unit is three times longer than deep, 
is obliquely truncate posteriorly and has anteriorly a stout, 
hook..liko fang inclined inwards from the plane of the main 
part 'of the unit. The posterior third of the upper or oral 
edge is parallel with the base and bears six small sharp 
dentic].e s/ 
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dentlelos.: Theattathxaent sear is U-shaped, is etuatod 
on the outer side and extends forwards from the posterior 
margin half the length of the row of small donticl8s. 
1st Abden Shales, .inghórn, Fife. 
Genus ILDRIThS Eller 1936 
Udraites 8J. 	
Plate XV fig. 3. 
The 6arl is long, fairly slender and has a 
otout curved anterior fang whose apex stands wall above the 
line of the posterior denticies. Immediately posterior to 
the fang the oral edge is very slightly concave. Poster-
iorly it bears a series of small dnticles and extends 
beyond the aboral margin. The posterior end is a deep 
crescent-haped bight. A rounded musale Scar occupies the 
outer surface from this bight to below the first of the 
posterior denticles. 
Occurrence$ Shales below lot Abdn Limestone, Kinghorn, 
Fife, 
Shales 2 ft, below worth Greene Limestone, 
Biletou Burti, Midlothian. 
Remar ai  Uj but differs1r b 
in 
 
having a deep posterior bight. This specimen has in 
addition! 
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addition a. more gently tapered fang and a thinner anterior 
bar.. 
Plate XV 'fig* 4. 
DmeriRlim 	The jaw i3 approziniately triangular and has 
rounded anterior end posterior ends.. ,e base is, extended 
into a short, broad-based spur, The anterior dentiolo is 
fairly large and recurved and is followed by fourteen 
posteriorly inclined donticlos which occupy the up per edge 
and extend round the posterior end which is bowed outwards. 
A muscle scar is present at the junction of the spur with 
the main part of the jaw. 
Qciwrnce Shales below lot Abdexi Limestone, IUiigbórn, 
Fife. 
Genus jUlBICONEREITS Ehiors 1868 
ku _sn. 	
Plato'XV .fig. .' 
D~e-pc-gjRjLQ 	The unit comprises a long slightly curved 
bar with a baekv:ardly directed lateral spur' at about its 
mid- length. The anterior end of the bar is produced into 
a! 
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a short, stout, up- curved denticle 	A row of small 
denticles posteriorly inclined andarranged into a gentle 
siaoid curve occupies the length of the bar which is 
posteriorly blunt. The side of the bar opposite to that 
with the spur has a narrow lateral flange in the posterior 
third of its length. 
Oaurrnco Shales below let Abdn Limestone, Kinghorn 
Fife. 
Lumbrerett SD. 	
Plato XV fig. 6. 
DoiDtijA 	The unite are curved in two planes and are 
appr:imateiy triangular. The bar bears anteriorly a short, 
stout re-curved donticle followed posteriorly by sin to 
eight enaU denticles arranged in a row along one 13O of 
the bar. An up-curved lateral spur occupies the anterior 
quarter length of the other side of the bar. 
aocurrences Shales below let Abden Limestone, Kirghorn, 
Fife. 
Shales 2 ft below North Greene Limestone, 
Bileton Burn, Midlothian. 
Genus N1I1AVUS Grinnell 1877 
Plato XV fig. 7. 
Dcrition 	The jaws are long and stout and have a 
stout/ 
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stout up-curved anterior. dentiele. not in the same.plano as 
the rest:  of the .unit. A.Zow of inimate .dent1es occupies 
the posterior third of the oral edge.. On the outer. 
lateral dge' and extending half the length of the, row of 
denticles is ia triangular flange. This. flange directed 
outwards and upwards is characteristic of the genus., It 
extends vary slightly beyond the posterior margin which .is  
obliquely truncate. 
Oc..currncos Shales below let Abden Limestone, Iiughoz'zi 
Fife. 
ales below 2nd Abden Lixziestone Kingborn, 
,Fifo.. 
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XII SR( QLS 	- 	IGPHIC. çQNCLU$NS 
1. 	Conodonts are rare in the Scottish 'Carboniferou 
Limestone but are slightly more abundant. in the lower 
part of the Scottish Millstone Grit. 
2.' 	Seventeen genera. and 53 species (including one 
new genus, P1re1]ja ) and 21 new species) of oonodonts 
are recognised and described. 
Apart from GnathaQtn confined to the 
Lower Limestone Group, and G. sthi, indicative of the 
upper part of the Upper Limestone Group, conodonte have 
been found unsuitable for stratigraphic discrimination 
within the Carboniferoui Limestone. 
To genera, Idiog&thodus and 	eiplMalhodupp 
diagnostic of the Pennsylvanian of N. America first 
appear near the horizon of the e11-1uiown palaeontolo-
gical break in the lower part of the Liillstone Grit 
thereby strengthening the evidence for correlating this 




5. 	The range of 	 uit be oteided fron 
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The eamples collected and jAvestigated are listed 
below in descending stratigraphiø . dorfor,oah 10ea1Ity. 
Tho5O : 1flàrked with an asterisk 	coitainodCqnodoits. 
National Grid References are 1ven.. . 
Locality A Bjlston Burn g Lid1othian. 
Grid Reference 1" &wet  32 	275647  to 269649. 
1. K Castlecary Limestone roof shale. 
2 K Castlecary Limestone shaley parting 
3 Shale overlying Extra Limestone 
4 Shale underlying Extra Limestone 
5 Iyoncroas Limestone 
6 Shale underlying Index Limestone 
7..9 i4nsu1a band and shales 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 ins. 
above No. 1 Black Band Ironstone. 
10 Shale 1 ft. above Johnstone Shall Bed. 
1115 (No. 13') Bileton Burn Limestone 
1647 Upper and Lower Vexhim Limestones 
1821 (No. 19 1) North Greene Limestone 
22,23 K Shales 2 and 3 ft. below North Greene Limestone 
24 Sandy shale 20 ft. below North Greens Limestone 
25/ 
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.25 ,. ,.. 	Sandy limestone. 200 ft. above GilertonLiuestone 
26-27. 	Calcereous shale 20 and 30 ft. below sandy. 
limestone 	 S 
28 	Ehssive sandstone 10 ft. above Gilmerton Limestone 
29-30 	Shales 2 ft. above and 2 ft. below Gilmerto 
Limestone  
33. 	Thin sandstone rib 26 ft. above Bone Bed Limestone 
32.-36 	Shales 25 1, 10 9  5 and  3 ft. above Bone. Bed.. 
Limestone 
37 	x Shale 9 ins. above Bone Bed Limestone 
3841 n Shales 1 to 6 ins, above Bone Bed Limestone 
42 	K Bone. Bed Limestone 
43 	Bi1ton Burn Bone. Bed 
44 	at Shales 6 ins. below Bone Bed 
IocaUtv B 	iniorn Kirkcaldy Shore Section, Fife. 
Grid Reference 1" Sheet 40 2787 
1 	. 	Roof of 2nd Kininnr Limestone 
2 	Roof of let Kiniw3y Limestone 
3 ; 4 	Seafield. Tower Limestone. (middle and roof) 
5 x 2nd Abden Limestone (roof) 
6 	.. Top of 2nd Abden Shale 
7 . 	Base of 2nd Abden . Shale 
8,9 let Abden Limestone (middle and roof) 
10/ 
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10 	shale 6 mo. above Abden Bone Bed 
U 	i Abden Bone Bed 
12 	x Shale 6 ins, below Bone Bed 
LQoaUty C Bathgate, 1est Lothian 
Grid. Re±erence 1" Sheet 31 985695 
1 	Top of Petershill Limestone 
2 	3 ft. below top of Petersbill Limestone 
3 	jE Shaley parting within Petershill Limestone 
4 Shales underlying Potershill Limestone 
5 	W. Kirkton Limestone (shaley parting) 
6 E. Icirkton Limestone (shaley parting) 
1i1srth, Stirlingebiro 
Da Corrie Burn 
Grid keferenee 11*  Sheet 31 684786 
1 	K Shale overlying Blackball Limestone 
2 	Roof of Blackball Limestone 
3 	Shale 6 ft. above Huz'let Limestone 
4 9E Roof of Hurlet Limeøtone 
5 	K Shale 4 ft. below Hurlet Limestone 
6 Shale 2 ft. above Coral Limestone 
7 	Coral Limestone 
8 Shale 3 ft. below Coral Limestone 
Near Burnhead Farm/ 
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Log it 	Near Buxnhead Farm 
Grid Reference I" Sheet 31 682781 
1.3 (No. 1K) Top Hosie Limestone 
4 	x Shale 2 to 3 ins. belol Top Hoie Limestone 
Shale 12 ins. below,  Top Hose Limestone 
6 	it Shale 21 ins, below Top Hosie Limestone 
7,8 ojidonia band 22 to 24 ins, below Top Hosie 
Limestone 
Campeie Glen 
Grid Reference 1" Sheet 30 611800 
1 	Shale 30 ft. from top of Cemaentetone Group 
2 	Shale 32 ft. from top of Cementetone Group 
Locality Z Cat Craig., South of Dunbar, East Lothian. 
Grid Reference 1" Sheet 33 	716733 
1 K Shales 8 ft. above Slateraw Middle Limestone 
2 at Shales 4 ft. above $iateraw Middle Limestone 
3 x Shales 3 ft. above Skateraw Middle Limestone 
4 a Shales 2 ft. above Skateraw Middle Limestone 
t sales 6 ins. above Skateraw Middle Limestone 
6 Shales 2 to 3 inc. above Skateraw Middle Limestone 
7 at Shales immediately overlying &cateraw Middle 
Limestone 
8 	K Roof of Skateraw Middle Limestone 
9/ 
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9: 	. $h]y parting in the Skateraw Middle .  Limestone 
10 	Shale immediately below Skateraw Iiidd10 Limestone 
11 	Roof of Long Craig Upper Limestone 
12 	Shaley parting in Long Craig Upper Limestone 
13 	Base of Long Craig Upper Limestone 
LocalityF Port Baton Shore Section, E. Lothian 
Grid Reference 1 11 Sheet 33 4176 
1 	!illetone Grit, base of Upper Marine Bed 
2 	$hale3 7 ft. abovo Castlocary Limestone 
3 Castlecary Limestone 
4 
	
Sandy shale underlying Cast].oOary Lime stone 
S Roof of Arden Limestone 
6,7 
	
Shale 2 to 4-inc. below Arden Limestone 
8 Shale 6 ft. above xtra Limestone 
9910 (No.10) Roof of Extra Limestone and Extra Limestone 
U. 	Shale 1 in. above Index Limestone 
12 	index Limestone 
13 	Shale 2 inc. below Index Limestone 
Iacalitv G Joppa Shore Section, Hidlothian 
Grid Reference 1' Sheet 32 316735 to 
1 	it Millstone Grit Marine Ironstone No. 4 shaley part 
2 	Shale between Ironstones 3 and 4 
3/ 
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3 	£L 11illstone Grit Marine Ironstone No. 3 shaley part 
u Millstone Grit Marine Ironstone. No. 2 shaloy part 
5.. x Millstone Grit Uarine Ironstone No. 1 shaley part 
6. Black shale 1 ft above Castieeary Limestone 
7 	x Roof of Caat1ecry Limestone., 
8,9,10,11 Three feet of shales within the Castiecary 
Limestone 
12 	it Shale 3 ins. below Castlecary Limestone 
13P14 )15 Shales 1701 230  and 250 ft. below Cast].00ary 
Limestone 
Five samples of Skipeey's Marine Band from Awnfoot, 
Craiginark, Motherwell (2) and Palacecraig were investigated 
and found to carry øouodonts. Two swipica from the Corro 
Limestone, Arran, were found to be barren as were. two from 
the Burdiehouse Limetone, one from Limestone No. 2 at 
Iidd1eton and one from the shales below the Lugar Sill. 
rinai Locai itie 
pp1er Lmest 	Gz!o 
2oikcatie Glen, Lilwinning, 	'Sheet 22, 291473 
Gieno art, Dairy 
	 1" Sheet .2 319493 
Linn Spout, Dairy 
	 1 1$ Sheet 22 283483 
Stacklawh ills Stewarton 
	10 Sheet 22 371441 
146, 
kknj ou 
Law, D1ry. 	 1" Iiet 22 337,487 
Birkhead, Dairy. 	 .1" Sheet 22 28497 
The Havithorn LiEleetono, Glenbuok Auirkirk. 9 Ayrshire 
6" Stit .OVI S. B1. 
Ponnie]. Water Douglas; The Pornie1 Water crosses several 
limestone bands and Siths Labels 
do not indicate from Vhich taio 
specixnene were extracted.. 
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PLATE I 
Fig. i.. 	Aoh 	emiuus (Hinde) Outer: 
lateral view. R. $.10943 Linn spout, 
Dairy. 
Fig. 2. 'A._. (Hin1ô) 	The holotype, oral 
view. 	"S.891 	Giencart, Dairy. 
Fig.3 9 4. &&Ug (Hindo) 	(3) The holotypo, 
.892 	Ionkcaatle. (4) Aboral view of 
another specimen. 	S1atoraw Middle 
Lime stone 	Thnbar '. 
Fig. 5. (Hinde) 	The 
holotype, inner lateral view.'s.885 
Glencart, Dairy. 
Fig. 	. Hj&b=,dpjja 	sp. nov. 	The 
bolotypo, postoro.lateral view. R.S.10931 
Law, Dairy. 
Fig. 7. H. cza 	sip. nov. 	The bolotype, 
posterior view. $,84 	Birkhead, Dairy. 
All figurec X 25 
it Numbered cpooimone (,. and R.S. series) in the 










Fig. 1. 	Hindoodella 	pi 
inner lateral view. 
Dairy. 
Fig. 2. 	 ops nov. 
4 ft, above Skatera  
Dunbur. 
(Hindu) The holotype 
6.890 Glenoart, 
The holotye. Shales 
7 addle Liectone 
Fig. 3. 	go 4R&P—r—tz By. nov. The b.olotype, 
inner lateral view. R-6-10932  Lim 
Spout, Dairy. 
Fig. 4,5. H. jeffillp op. nov. 	(4) The holotypé, 
outer lateral view. 6.894 Birkhead y  
Dairy. 	(5) A fraginont. 	6.895. 
Fig. 6. 	 6, 880 Nonkcastlo, Kilwinning. 
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Fig. 173 	4dde11a,, (1) .879 and (2) 3i 878 
Ltonkast1e, KUwinuing. (3) 6 , 893 Birkhead 2  
Dairy. 
Fig. 4 	 nov. The 
Holotype,. inner. lateral vierii 	6.882 
Law, Dairy. 
Fig. 5. L ereeta sp. noye The holotype, inner 
lateral view. 6.883 Glencart, Dairy. 
Fig. 617. L. .peauta ,(Hjide) 	(6) The bólotype. 
(7) The same ip trananitted light. 6.887 
Law Dairy. 
Fig. 8.: I,. tenaf& (Pander), Inner lateral view. 
s.381 Gieneart, Dairy. 
All igureeX 25. 
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Fig. 1 I 
Fig. 4. 
L1onodin1tima sp. nov. The holotype. 
R-8-10933 Hawthorn Limestone ) Muirkirk. 
I. p. North Greens Limestone, Bilston 
Burn. 
oniodus bpev;kp sp. nov. The hoiotype 
inner lateral view. R. S. 10934 Law, Dairy, 
cjte, (Hinde) The type specimen, 
inner lateral view. 5.888 Lavj Dairy. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 5,6. 	iinoe4 p. Lateral and posterior 
views of a fragmentary specimen. 







Fig. 1 1 2. a1reUa d&=aujj6 gen. at sp. nov. 
Inner lateral view of the holotype. 
S.873 Upper Liostoue, Dalry. 
Outer lateral view of the paratype. 
R,.10935 iiönkoastla, Kilwinn±1g. 
Fig. 3. D . convaza (Hind.e) 
Kilviiniting. 
Fig. 4. 	D. rgbus& ep. nov. 




J.S.lO936  Law 9 
Fig. 56. Do 	Inner lateral viewa of two 
specimens. (5) R.S.1093 Lonkoast1e 
Kilwinning. (6) shale above S1ateraw 
iidd1e Limestone, Dunbar. 








Fig. 1. 	etai1odina 	(Hinde) 	Inner ,  lateral view, S.374 iIonkcast1e 
ic.ilwiñning. 
Fig. 2. 	 A framentaypeeixien from 
1arine Bu, 
Fig. 3. 	oUaadubi& (iinde) ThJo1otyp 
inner lateral view, 8 .867 Birthad 
Dalry 
Fig. 45. 0. gRp.. 	Skipsey'a Marine Band, Motherwell.  





Fig. 1,2. $pathonpt1zodua cpmmutptus Braneon & 
Mehi. Inner lateral and oral views. 
Skateraw Middle Limestone, Dunbar. 
Fig. 3. 	S. currisae sp. nov. 	The holotype, 
outer lateral view. Skipsey' s Marine 
Band, Motherwell. 
Fig. 4 1 6. S. exodentatus sp. nov. 	The holotype, 
outer lateral view and oral view. 
Shales 6 ins, below Bileton Burn Bone 
Bed. 
Fig. 5. 	S. longifoaatus sp. nov. 	The 
holotype, inner lateral view. 	S.876 
Linn Spout, Dairy. 







Fig. 1. §Rathoangthodus minutus ? Ellison. 
Shales 4 ft. above Skateraw Middle 
Limestone, Dunbar. 
Fig. 2 1 3. 5. pusillus op. nov. 	Syntypes, outer 
lateral view. Shalee 2 ins, above 
Skateravi kUddle Limestone, Dunbar,  
Fig. 4. 	6. sciu1us (Hinde). 	One of the syntypos, 
outer lateral view. . 5.875 Glenoart, 
Dairy. 
Fig. 5. 	ubbryaxitodus p1aniaor8a1 ep. nov. The 
holotype, inner lateral view. R. S. 10938 
Glencart, Dairy.. 
Fig. 617. Cavuagnathusinflexasp. nov. 	The 
holotype, oral and inner lateral views. 
R.5.10939 Law, Dairy. 
All figures X 25 
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Figs. 113,5. CavusriaThus  navicuM (Hinde) 
The holotypo "oral , inner lateral and 
abora]. views. S.71 Ponnie]. Water, 
Douglas. 
Figs. 2,4,6. Onathodus carinatus sp. no v. 
2 1 6. The.ho].otype, oral and outer 
lateral views. R.S.10940 Birkhead, 
Dalry. 	•. 
4...A specimen showing full development 
of the flared outer lip of the platform 
wall. Shales above Bilston burn Bone 
Bed Limestone. 
All. figures X 25 
1.ue Ii 
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Figs. 19315. 	athodus o1avatu sp. nov. 
The holotype; oral, outer lateral 
and aboral views. 
R.$.10941 Birkhead, Dairy., 
Figs. 21416. 	. _crucioz'i Op ! nov. 
The ho1otype;. ora l' inner lateral 
and aboral views. 
R. $.10942 G.encart,, Dairy. 









Figs. 1,3,5. (3nathpdua snithi ap. nov. 
The holotype; oral, outer lateral 
and aboral views. 
5 .870  Monkoastle, Kilwinning. 
Fig. 7 	G 4 emi%j. "A 'specimen illustrating 
the extreme of, undulation of the 
• 
V inner platform wall. 
R. 5.10945 Glencart, Dairy. 
Figs. 2,4,6. Idi2gnathodus li=Uomisap.. nov. 
2 1 4. The holotype oral and 
outer lateral views. 
6. Aboral view of another specimen. 
Skipsey's Marine sand, Craigmark. 






Fig. 1. Idi2znathodu6 	agnificus ? Stauffer & 
Plummer. 	Oral view of an incomplete 
specimen. Sldpaey's Uarine,Bandp 
cx'aiginark. 
Figs. 2 1 3. I. si. 	No. 4 blarine Ironstone, 
MiUtone Grit, Joppa. 
Pig-3 is conaiderd to, b 	a senile 
specimen. 
Figs. 4 9 6. Polynaithod.eUa tenui.a sp. nov. 
The 1olotype; 	oral and inner lateral 
views. 	Skipsey's Marine Band, 
Craigmax'k. 
Fig. 	5. P. si. 	An incomplete specimen. 
Skipsey's Marine Band, Crigxnark. 
All figures X 25 
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Fig. 1 	PolygriathodeUa sp. Oral view of an 
incomplete specimen'. 
Skipsey 'S. i1arine Band, Burnfoot. 
Figs.2 ,4., 5treptognathoduc minimue sp. nov. 
6. 
	
	The ,holotype; oral, inner lateral 
and aboral views. 
No. 4 Iãarine Ironstone, Lil1atonC Grit, 
Joppa. 
Figs-39 5- S. .r91e1 sp. nov. 	The o].otype; 
oral, and outer lateral views. 
No. , ,l Jarina Ironstone, blillstone Grit, 
Joppa. 
All figures X 25 
(') 
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Fig. 1. Cusp of a prioniodid conodont (K 40) 
showing evidence of repeated breakage and 
regeneration. 
Fig. 2. 	Tip of (1) much enlarged. 
Fig. 3. Wi&odella s. K 20. 	Showing inserted 
peg.-like appearance of d.enticles. 
Fig. 4. Blade of Gnathodus 	(K 40) showing 
growth 	aM' coie-in-cono 6truoture 
.
lamellae 
along each denticlo axis. 
Fig. 5. Anterior end of (4) much enlarged. 
Fig. 6. Posterior end of Lnchodus sp. (X 40) 
showing regeneration of the last &nd 
second last denticles. 	In the second 
last denticle the cone axis is offset' 
anteriorly in the regenerated part. 
Fig. 7. Lionodina r,eraouta (Hinde) X 40. 
Showing the' cone axis passing through 
cellular areas (dark). 
Fig. 8. A bar fragment (X 40) showing an early 
stage in the regeneration of a broken 
denticle. The change of slope from the 
old stump to the growing point is marked. 









Fig. 1. Arabellites cptious Ilinde. 
Views of attachment side (Upper specimen) 
and oral aide. 
Fig. 2. Arabel1ites s. Inner lateral view of 
hooked jaw unit. 
Fig. 3. Udraitosa. Inner and outer lateral 
views of hooked jaw units. 
Fig. 4. 11draiteg ap. Attachment side ofa 
triangular type. 
Fig. 5. Lumbriconereites at. Oral aspect of a 
main jaw unit. 	- 
Fig. 6. LumbriQonereites s. Oral and lateral 
(upper specimen) views of triangular type. 
Fig. 7. WereldMa 	Inner (upper specimen) 
and outer lateral views of hooked jaw 
unite. 
All specimens figured are from the shales 
below the let. Abden Limestone, Kinghorn, 
Fife. 
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